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The entire contents of this document are the property of the 
author with all rights reserved.  No part of this document may 
be reproduced or transmitted in any form without the express 
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The reader is asked to study and analyze for himself 
any part of this work they may find questionable or out of line 
with today’s “political correctness”.  The author believes any 
reader with an open mind and heart and a real desire to study 
the foundations of this great nation, especially the Constitution, 
will surely arrive at many of the same conclusions put forth 
herein. I will reference specific statements and instructions 
from the US Constitution be specifying the applicable Article 
and Section numbers for your further research.



Let each American who professes a love of God and 
Country do all that they can to study the principles that have 
made America great and strive to adhere to those principles to 
keep her great.  That is the challenge before us.  We have 
received a great inheritance from our forefathers.  We must not 
squander that inheritance, but instead we must seek always to 
safeguard it and protect it from the evils that seek to destroy it.  
This is a never-ending struggle of learning, knowing and doing.
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FORWARD

We live in a time when the world seems to change on a 
daily basis.  There are more and more challenges to face and 
more decisions to be made.  Due to better communication and 
travel abilities, nations interact on a closer basis.  The 
economic and political conditions in one nation can affect the 
conditions in another.  Every day many of our world leaders 
struggle with a seemingly increasing number of problems and 
attempt to come up with answers they feel are adequate for the 
situation and that they can sell to their constituents.  They vote 
to decide what is right and wrong, rather than relying on what 
really is right and wrong. They worry about their images at 
home and abroad more than they worry about doing the right 
things.

Many feel that these problems and issues facing us 
today are new and that the old ways of dealing with things are 
outdated.  Some states are wrestling with re-writing their 
constitutions saying that the “old” ones are no longer 
applicable in today’s world.  Many wonder what the answers 
are to these seemingly new problems.  Where do we find these 
answers?  How do we know what to do when these situations 
arise?  Where can we go for help and insight into how to run 
this country the proper way?
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These questions may seem hard to answer at first.  We 
may feel that some of the answers for today’s issues are too 
difficult to figure out.  I do not believe so.  As we continue to 
struggle on and only seem to fall further behind in solving our 
problems, I am reminded of that old saying, “When all else 

fails... read the instructions”.

We do have an instruction manual for running this 
country and handling these problems we face; we need only to 
return to the instructions contained in it.  What is this 
instruction manual?  Why don’t our leaders follow its 
guidance?

This instruction manual is the original owner’s guide 
we were given when our nation was new.  Our Founding 
Fathers provided us with an easy to follow guide of instructions 
when we were blessed with this great nation.  That set of 
instructions is our beloved Constitution and its associated Bill 
of Rights.  If we would but return to its precepts and abide the 
regulations contained therein, all of our questions could be 
answered.  Any time our leaders were faced with a decision, 
they should read the instructions rather than read the polls and 
worry about their images.  We as citizens also carry a large 
responsibility to keep our local communities and ourselves in 
check.  We need to make sure we are not requesting or 
pressuring our leaders into providing us services that would go 
against the Constitution.

There may be some items contained herein that will 
shock or raise a question to you, the reader.  This book contains
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my opinions and my interpretations of events and historical 
facts I have researched.  If I have offended any person or group 
with my opinions, I consider myself in good company.  
Consider the following quote:

“I consider it as nothing less than a question of 

freedom or slavery; and in proportion to the magnitude of the 

subject ought to be the freedom of the debate.  It is only in this 

way that we can hope to arrive at truth, and fulfill the great 

responsibility which we hold to God and our country.  Should I 

keep back my opinions at such a time, through fear of giving 

offense, I should consider myself guilty of treason towards my 

country, and of an act of disloyalty towards the majesty of 

heaven, which I revere above all earthly kings.” - Patrick 
Henry

I will include quotes from some of the great patriots 
that helped shape the original course of this great nation.  I will 
also include quotes and excerpts from other great leaders and 
people who have helped shape the “American Way of Life”,

the way it should be.

We would all do well to study the Constitution and the 
Bill of Rights and pressure our leaders into returning to its 
values and principles.  I am not a politician nor am I formally 
trained in politics.  I am a regular citizen with regular problems 
and concerns and desires for this great nation.  I don’t think it 
takes an expert to realize the problems we are having and it 
certainly doesn’t take an expert to know that “When all else 

fails...read the instructions”.
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"The American people were never before so critical of 

their government as they are now.  They were never before so 

cynical about their government.  They rail at the politicians, 

they jeer at Congress, they blackguard the President, whoever 

he happens to be, but they never stop to inquire whether their 

government was established to meet the demands they are 

making on it.  If they did, they would be obliged to admit that it 

was not.  They ask a rigid, inflexible government to function as 

a responsible and flexible government.  They ask a government 

of checks and balances to function as a political manifestation 

of democracy.  They ask a government of co-ordinate and 

independent branches to function as a unit.  It cannot be done.  

In spite of all their ardent devotion to the Constitution, it is 

apparent that they know little about the Constitution.  They 

have turned it into a fetish and they burn a vast quantity of 

incense before it, but they have forgotten its origins and have 

lost contact with its purposes.  What they think it is, or what 

they think it must be, is something that it was never intended to 

be, and can never be made to be, except by a process of almost 

revolutionary revision."

Frank Cook, editor of the New York World, 1923
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A LAND CHOICE ABOVE ALL OTHER 

LANDS

America has been referred to as The Greatest Nation on 

Earth, another Promised Land, A Land of Milk and Honey and 
a Land Choice Above All Other Lands. America’s progress 
and development have far surpassed that of any other nation of 
the world in an equal time during the whole period of recorded 
history.  The citizens of America have enjoyed a level of 
personal freedom never before experienced by any other people 
in history.  Many other nations of the world look to America as 
a shining example, a beacon of economic, political, and social 
influence.  What have we done differently than has been done 
in other nations throughout history?  What makes America 
such a choice land? Here are just a few answers:

1. America was established with a government of laws, 
not of men.  We pledge an allegiance to lofty ideas 
rather than to a personal sovereign.

2. We have a government that must derive its just powers 
from the consent of the governed, and that such leaders 
and officers may only exercise those powers as shall be 
given to them by the people; and any assumption of 
rights or powers by the government, not specifically 
conferred on it, is usurpation; and impeachment or 
other
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legal ramification may be brought against any officer of 
government who usurps power unjustly.

3. We have a government that is divided into separate 
branches, each independent of the others, with no 
power to delegate or appropriate the powers of one to 
another.

4. America has a “Bill of Rights”, which guarantees to the 
people certain matters affecting “life, liberty, and the 
pursuit of happiness”; specifically the right of free 
speech, free press, freedom of conscience and the 
freedom of worship.

5. America was established with the greatest amount of 
self-government, with a federal system that allows for 
local affairs to remain in the hands of local 
governments.

6. America is not a nation of conquest.  We respect the 
rights and borders of other nations and other peoples.  
America seeks to promote just and honorable relations 
with other nations; and seeks the way of peace rather 
than of war.

7. America supports the right of the individual to own and 
control private property without interference, except by 
due process of law.

8. America was established by great leaders who were 
inspired by our Creator to establish a government that
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would seek to uphold the freedom of the individual, and 
particularly the freedom of conscience and worship.

“Tested by the measure of history, ours is a great 

nation - great in its birth, great in its righteousness, great in its 

moral power, and great in its physical strength.” - J. Reuben 
Clark, Jr.

As a nation we are strong.  With only six percent of the 
world’s land and seven percent of the world’s population, we 
are able to out produce all other nations on Earth - combined.  
This great abundance is due largely to an economic system 
built upon a foundation of:

1. Free enterprise with the right to venture and the right to 
choose.

2. The right to own and control private property.

3. A market economy with the right to exchange goods 
freely.

“Toward the preservation of your Government and the 

permanency of your present happy state, it is requisite not only 

that you steadily discountenance irregular oppositions to its 

acknowledged authority, but also that you resist with care the 

spirit of innovation upon its principles, however specious the 

pretexts.  One method of assault may be to effect, in the forms 

of the Constitution, alterations which will impair the energy of 

the system, and thus to undermine what cannot be directly
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overthrown.  In all the changes to which you may be invited, 

remember that time and habit are at least as necessary to fix 

the true character of governments as of other human 

institutions; that experience is the surest standard by which to 

test the real tendency of the existing constitution of a country; 

that facility in changes upon the credit of mere hypothesis and 

opinion exposes to perpetual change, from the endless variety 

of hypothesis and opinion; and remember especially that for 

the efficient management of your common interests in a 

country so extensive as ours, a government of as much vigor as 

is consistent with the perfect security of liberty is 

indispensable.” - George Washington

Surely the standard of living enjoyed by all Americans 
is a testament to the success of these lofty ideas in securing the 
liberty and freedom of a nation.  I believe that America’s 
destiny is to be the abiding place of liberty and freedom in the 
world, and that by standing by these high principles, she shall 
be a light which will radiate its influence by peaceful means to 
the farthest reaches of the globe and serve to uplift all of 
humanity.
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WHO’S THE BOSS HERE ANYWAY?

“We the People of the United States...” This simple 
phrase summarizes the answer to the question I will cover in 
this chapter.  Our beloved Declaration of Independence clearly 
states from whence we believe our rights originated.  We 
believe all men are created equal and that we are endowed by 
our Creator with certain unalienable rights.  That term, 
unalienable, is a key term.  It behooves each of us to have a 
clear understanding of what it means to claim unalienable 
rights.  We claim that we have certain rights as an inheritance 
endowed to us by the fact that we exist.  These rights are not 
given to us by some other person, nor by a group or 
government body.  Before there was government; before there 
was society; from the first dawn of man until the present, we 
have had these rights; “...That among these are Life, Liberty 

and the Pursuit of Happiness.”

“Next to life, we express gratitude for the gift of free 

agency.  When [God] created man, [He] placed within him 

part of [His] Omnipotence and bade him choose for himself.  

Liberty and conscience thus became a sacred part of human 

nature.  Freedom not only to think, but to speak and act, is a 

God-given privilege.” - David O. McKay
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We claim the right to Life. We have the right to live 
our lives according to our own conscience.  We have the right 
to protect and defend our lives.  A freedom from threat and 
danger and the right to self-defense in all occasions is our 
divine inheritance.

We claim the right to Liberty. We have the right to live 
as free-minded, free-thinking individuals, uncompelled and 
unrestrained in our actions, thoughts and ideas.  We have the 
right to be free from involuntary servitude, whether directly or 
through regulations and restrictions.  We must remember, 
however, that this right does not give us license to act in a 
completely reckless manner.

“Men are qualified for civil liberty in exact proportion 

to their disposition to put moral chains upon their own 

appetites - in proportion as their love of justice is above their 

rapacity - in proportion as their soundness and sobriety and 

understanding is above their vanity and presumption - in 

proportion as they are more disposed to listen to the counsels 

of the wise and good, in preference to the flattery of knaves.  

Society cannot exist, unless a controlling power upon will and 

appetite be placed somewhere; and the less of it there is within, 

the more there must be without.  It is ordained in the eternal 

constitution of things, that men of intemperate minds cannot be 

free.  Their passions forge their fetters.” - Edmund Burke

We claim the right to “the Pursuit of Happiness.” We 
claim the right to pursue a course in our lives that we believe 
will best bring us happiness in this existence.  This pursuit
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encompasses seeking after the relationships, education, 
vocation and leisure that we enjoy.  This pursuit also includes
the right to enjoy the fruits of our labors.  We claim the right to 
set goals and seek after them, knowing that a reward awaits us 
after our struggle.

“Freedom is the natural condition of the human race, 

in which the Almighty intended men to live.  Those who fight 

the purposes of the Almighty will not succeed.  They always 

have been, they always will be, beaten.” -Abraham Lincoln

People saw a need to establish certain rules of behavior 
to coexist in a society with others.  People also saw the need 
for a ruling body that would collectively establish such rules 
and enforce them to protect the obeyers from the disobeyers.  
Because the people had these unalienable rights inherently, 
they had the power to delegate certain authority to a group of 
others to act in their behalf.  The government was established 
by the people, not the other way around.  A government 
created by the people had to receive its power and authority 
from its creators, the people.  The government could never 
assume powers on its own.  The creature cannot exceed the 
creator. With this in mind, it also stands to reason that the 
creators, the people, cannot grant powers to the government 
that they themselves do not already have individually.  If any 
act would be unconscionable for an individual to perform, than 
it is also unconscionable for a group of individuals, or their 
elected representatives to perform.  It is often said that a 
democratic society is a society where the majority rules.  That 
is only true to the point where the majority acts within the 
confines of their
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own individual rights.  No group of citizens may vote to 
bestow powers to their elected leaders that they themselves do 
not already have, no matter how great the majority.

Individuals have the right to defend themselves from 
criminals, from invaders, and from physical harm.  They can 
therefore delegate that power to a group such as the police or 
military.  Individuals have the right to protect the fruits of their 
labors and their property.  They can therefore delegate that 
power to the government.  Whenever certain powers are 
delegated to the government, whenever certain services are 
requested of the government, it is only proper that the 
necessary funds also be given to the government, in the form of 
taxes, to carry out such responsibilities and provide such
services.  Individuals do not have the right to take money or 
property away from other individuals against their will.  They, 
therefore, cannot delegate such authority to their government.  
Any government that attempts to assume powers not expressly 
granted them by the people is unlawfully usurping power and 
has started on the road to socialism.  As soon as the 
government takes upon itself a single power not delegated by 
the people, it has violated its existence.  It has extended beyond 
its purpose and has restricted the legitimate rights of the people 
it was intended to serve.

We now live in a time when many people and most 
government leaders and representatives have forgotten, or 
choose to ignore these great principles that originally founded 
this great nation.  Our government continually strives for 
greater control over the lives and freedoms of us all.  Our
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representatives vote to enact new powers and controls that 
were never given them by the people.  Many citizens also push 
the government to perform acts and provide services that were 
never intended for the government to perform, and that fall 
outside the scope of those powers individual citizens would 
have on their own; and therefore could not grant to the 
government anyway.

“Rights are not gifts from one man to another, nor from 

one class of men to another...It is impossible to discover any 

origin of rights otherwise than in the origin of man; it 

consequently follows that rights appertain to man in right of 

his existence, and must therefore be equal to every man.” -
Thomas Paine

Through this entire struggle to maintain individual 
rights, to keep the powers of government in check, and to 
always seek to maintain that proper balance of authority 
delegated to our representatives, we must remember the
ultimate source of all law and order.  We exist in a realm where 
we have been given a course of nature that must be followed.  
We must remember that if we deviate from this natural course, 
we cannot hope to progress.  We must enact laws and 
prescribed courses of action that are in line with those eternal 
truths we cannot alter.

“...Law is not a product of human thought, nor is it any 

enactment of peoples, but something eternal which rules the 

whole universe by its wisdom in command and
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prohibition...Law is the primal and ultimate mind of God, 

whose reason directs all things...” - Cicero, Laws II, 8

“Can the liberties of a nation be thought secure when 

we have removed their only firm basis, a conviction in the 

minds of the people that these liberties are of the gift of God?  

That they are not to be violated but with his wrath?” - Thomas 
Jefferson

Some may say that laws and governments only restrict 
our personal freedoms.  If we establish a government and 
delegate certain powers to it, we have given up some of our 
rights.  We must remember, however, properly passed and 
fairly enforced laws do not restrict freedom, but work to 
enhance it.  Where there are no rules or limitations, no 
enforcement of the rules and no punishment of the violators, 
anarchy exists.  A state of anarchy is a condition where no one 
has any freedoms.  Each must continually fend for themselves 
at the expense of his neighbors.

“The end of law is not to abolish or restrain, but to 

preserve and enlarge freedom.  For in all the states of created 

beings, capable of laws, where there is no law there is no 

freedom.  For liberty is to be free from restraint and violence 

from others, which cannot be where there is no law; and is not, 

as we are told, ‘a liberty for every man to do what he lists.’  

For who could be free, when every other man’s humor might 

domineer over him?  But a liberty to order and dispose freely 

as he lists his person, actions, possessions, and his whole 

property within the allowance of those laws under which he is,
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and therein not to be subject to the arbitrary will of another, 

but freely follow his own.”

- John Locke, Two Treatises of Civil Government, II, p. 101

Let us therefore conclude that the individual is the 
master of his own affairs.  That by entering into the structure of 
society, with a body of government to establish and enforce 
certain laws to protect individual freedom, he has not given up 
even one of his unalienable rights with which he is endowed.  
Let us also conclude that no individual or group of individuals, 
no matter how great the majority, has the power to take any 
rights away from their fellow beings.  A government body 
established by the people is the servant of the people.  It is 
inherently limited in its powers by the authority delegated to it 
by its creators.  The government cannot assume any powers of 
its own accord.  The people cannot delegate any powers they 
themselves do not individually have to begin with.  You cannot 
give what you do not have.

“Our legislators are not sufficiently apprised of the 

rightful limits of their powers; that their true office is to 

declare and enforce only our natural rights and duties, and to 

take none of them from us.  No man has a natural right to 

commit aggression on the equal rights of another; and this is 

all from which the laws ought to restrain him; every man is 

under the natural duty of contributing to the necessities of the 

society; and this is all the laws should enforce on him; and, no 

man having a natural right to be the judge between himself and 

another, it is his natural duty to submit to the umpirage of an 

impartial third.  When the laws have declared and enforced all
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this, they have fulfilled their functions, and the idea is quite 

unfounded, that on entering into society we give up any natural 

right. The trial of every law by one of these texts, would lessen 

the labors of our legislators, and lighten equally our municipal 

codes.” - Thomas Jefferson
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THE PROBLEMS WE FACE

Is the Constitution of the United States being 
maintained, or is it in jeopardy of being completely nullified?  
Former Senator Joseph F. Clark of Pennsylvania stated, “the 

separation of powers with its checks and balances must be 

curtailed because they keep the President from making quick 

and decisive decisions.” Former Arkansas Senator J. William 
Fulbright stated, “The Constitution is nothing more than a 

product of the eighteenth century agrarian society.  It is now 

obsolete.” The current Speaker of the House, Nancy Pelosi in 
October 2009, responding to a question about constitutional 
authority for the federal government to take over national 
health care retorted by asking, “Are you serious? Are you 

serious?” Many states are making the same statements about 
their own state Constitutions.  They are attempting to re-write 
these “outdated” documents.  These are a few examples of the 
attitudes we see in many of our government leaders and our 
citizens.  They believe there is great wisdom in creating a 
collectivized, socialized society.  They would like to see a 
system where less power rests with the individual states and 
more power is concentrated in the centralized federal 
government.  Our founding fathers stated very clearly that the 
Constitution was intended to prevent that very thing.  Some 
leaders have also told us that to speak against such things was 
ignorant.  A recent former governor of Arkansas, Jim Guy
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Tucker, who was indicted for tax evasion and fraud, had his 
proposal to re-write the state Constitution of Arkansas defeated 
at the polls.  After the election results were in, he made a 
publicized statement that the citizens of Arkansas defeated his 
proposal “out of ignorance” and because “they did not know 

what was best for them”.

Is it ignorant for us to speak up against these blatant 
violations of the Constitution?  Are we being disloyal to our 
nation?  I say a resounding NO! In fact, if that were the 
attitude some 200 years ago, we wouldn’t even have a United 
States.

“Liberty has never come from the government.  Liberty 

has always come from the subjects of government. The history 

of liberty is the history of resistance.” - Woodrow Wilson

“We hold that our liberty is due solely to the American 

Republic, and to all our public servants exactly in proportion 

as they efficiently serve the Republic...Every man who parrots

the cry of ‘stand by the President’ without adding the proviso 

‘so far as he serves the Republic’ takes an attitude as 

essentially unmanly as that of any Stuart royalist who 

championed the doctrine that the king could do no wrong.  No 

self-respecting and intelligent freeman could take such an 

attitude.” - Theodore Roosevelt

I see our beloved Constitution, and even our very nation 
being destroyed in a number of different ways.  Here are some 
problems I see:
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1. Unjust and unlawful usurpation of powers by all three
branches of our federal government.

2. Undermining the very sovereignty of our nation 
through international commitments and membership in 
world organizations such as the United Nations.

3. The disarmament of our military.

4. The continued destruction of our security rights and the 
promotion of atheistic ideas by decisions of the 
Supreme Court.

5. The destruction of the American work ethic through 
socialistic programs and welfare handouts.

6. The burden placed upon working citizens and 
productive businesses by ever-increasing confiscatory 
taxes.

7. The curtailing of patriotism in this nation by removing 
political education and the Pledge of Allegiance from 
public schools.

We have been taught that our Republican form of 
government is based on a separation of powers.  Our founding 
fathers wisely devised a system where no single person or 
group of persons would have absolute power over the people.  
Each unit of government is used as a check over the others.  
Sovereignty was also separated between the individual states
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and the central government.  The Constitution grants to the 
central government certain powers having to do with our 
nation’s relations with other nations such as treaty powers, 
military, etc.  Those powers and duties not delegated to the 
central government are reserved to the individual states or to 
the people themselves, as stated in the 10th Amendment in the 
Bill of Rights. The states can then choose to handle their own 
local affairs as they see fit, or do nothing about them at all if 
they choose.  These would include issues like schools, local 
law enforcement, civil courts, etc.  As a further guard against 
the concentration of power, the central government was further 
divided into separate parts to provide for additional checks and 
balances.  The law-making branch of government, the 
legislative branch, was again divided into two sub parts, each 
with separate election terms, to provide for representation of 
the people directly, and indirectly through the states.  This 
separate representation was to include representatives for the 
people and representatives for the states themselves.  Senators 
were not originally elected by popular vote of the people.  They 
were intended to safeguard the states themselves from losing 
their sovereignty to the centralized federal government.  That is 
why representatives in the House were elected by the people 
and their number based on population.  Senators were then 
elected by the representatives for longer terms with two for 
every state regardless of state size or population (Article 1, 

Section 3). Under this system, representatives would push for 
what their constituents wanted and be answerable to them at 
the voting booths, while Senators would provide a check and 
balance to ensure that one state did not take advantage of
another and that the central government did not encroach on 
the
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states’ rights as sovereign entities.  In some cases a Senator 
might have to fight against a program that would send money 
to a state, so they were never intended to be directly 
answerable to the voters back home.  Every possible precaution 
was taken to ensure that government would not concentrate 
power into one ruling body and become as tyrannical as the 
one our founding fathers had just broken away from.  These 
precautions, however, can only be effective if we follow their 
guidelines and use them the way they were set up.  It is up to 
the people to continually force their government to return to the 
proper course when it attempts to stray.

Through unjust usurpation by the legislative and 
executive branches, and misguided and atheistic rulings by the 
judicial branch, our beloved Constitution has become a mere 
hollow document.  We may still proclaim to have the same 
inspired form of government we had in the beginning, but we 
are only fooling ourselves if we do.  Rather than protecting our 
liberties, the Constitution has become nothing more than a 
source of phrases to be interpreted in a new way to bestow all 
sorts of new and unjust powers on the central government.  
Instead of a true Republic, our great nation has become nothing 
more than a democratic dictatorship where the leader still has 
the title of “President”, but has full and unlimited power over 
us for the term he is in office.  The Supreme Court has 
“interpreted” away almost all provisions of checks and 
balances contained in the Constitution.

Our modern United States Supreme Court has 
consistently out stepped their constitutional bounds by
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establishing a government that has grown far beyond anything 
our founding fathers could ever have imagined.  Many 
problems in this nation can be directly traced to decisions of 
the Supreme Court.  The destruction of the original values this 
nation was founded on, the rampant crime in our streets and the 
ever-increasing usurpation of government power in our 
individual lives.  The Supreme Court has allowed gross 
violations against the moral values and principles that once 
governed the way this country was run.  The education of our 
children, the content of movies, television programming and 
printed material and the very patriotism needed to maintain a 
strong citizenry has been continually eroded upon.  Each of 
these decisions has been made under the guise of attempting to 
show more tolerance for differing views and alternative life 
styles.

“Of all the dispositions and habits which lead to 

political prosperity, religion and morality are indispensable 

supports.  In vain would that man claim the tribute of 

patriotism who should labor to subvert these great pillars of 

human happiness - these firmest props of the duties of men and 

citizens.  The mere politician, equally with the pious man, 

ought to respect and to cherish them.  It is substantially true 

that virtue or morality is a necessary spring of popular 

government.  This rule indeed extends with more or less force 

to every species of free government.” - George Washington

This so-called “riding the fence” policy is a destructive 
way to govern.  What was right is still right and no amount of 
catering to other viewpoints will ever change that.
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“Let us be diverted by none of those sophistical 

contrivances wherewith we are so industriously plied and 

belabored - contrivances such as groping for some middle 

ground between the right and the wrong.” - Abraham Lincoln

“We are living in a most perplexing period of human 

history.  Moral, legal, and social attitudes seem to have 

undergone a drastic change.  Human values that have 

developed over thousands of years have been discarded or 

drastically altered.  Attitudes as to what is right or wrong have 

become uncertain.  Individual initiative and personal ability 

are labeled as anti-social acts.  The building up of private 

enterprise is pictured as exploitation and economic piracy.  

Our Founding Fathers are smeared.  Fabian Socialists have 

twisted American history and are carrying on a successful war 

against human liberty.  We are faced with political wolves in 

sheep’s’ clothing.” - The Great Deceit, Harvard University

The government continues to enact blatantly 
unconstitutional legislation that runs completely unchecked and 
unbalanced.  Many of the Supreme Court’s decisions become 
the new standards by which we are governed, even though the 
Supreme Court has no constitutional authority to legislate any 
laws.

“There are two measures which if not taken, we are 

undone.  First, to check these unconstitutional invasions of 

State rights by the Federal judiciary.  How? Not by 

impeachment, in the first instance, but by a strong protestation 

of both houses of Congress that such, and such doctrines,
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advanced by the Supreme Court, are contrary to the 

Constitution; and if afterwards they relapse into the same 

heresies, impeach and set the whole adrift.  For what was the 

government divided into three branches, but that each should 

watch over the others and oppose their usurpations?” -
Thomas Jefferson

Our country continues to undermine its very 
sovereignty by becoming entangled in the internal affairs of 
other nations that offer no strategic or economic interest to the 
US.  Memberships in world organizations like the United 
Nations remove our “free hand” policy so strongly 
recommended by the framers of our Constitution.  Through 
unjust treaties and disarmament agreements, we continue to 
weaken our ability to take our own stand on world issues and to 
intervene or not intervene in the activities of other nations.

Our nation continues to head toward the so-called “New 
World Order”.  This would be a world where every country 
was guided by a central world organization, like the United 
Nations, that would govern the activities and affairs of each 
member nation.  Leaders of this world organization would dole 
out global legislation, economy and law enforcement without 
any responsibility to the people they would govern.  Different 
economies, traditions and beliefs would be forcibly meshed 
together.

As taxpayers, we spend approximately 65 percent of all 
the revenues we pay to support unjust and unlawful programs 
that diminish the national work ethic.  There are many people
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living off such programs that actually do better financially than 
they would if they had productive jobs in society.  We reward 
criminals, drug addicts and unwed parents with our financial 
support.  We pay farmers to leave their fields unplanted so we 
can pay higher prices for our food.  Our government takes 
billions from us and makes it a gift to other nations that make 
no contribution to the economy of this country.

Many people have been led to believe that these types 
of policies can contribute to the growth of our nation.  We have 
been duped by our leaders into believing that our nation’s 
might makes all of this OK.

“It has been said of the world’s history hitherto that 

might makes right.  It is for us and for our time to reverse the 

maxim, and say that right makes might.” - Abraham Lincoln

Following sound policies that have been proven from 
the beginning is the only right way to increase the “might” of 
the United States; the economic might, military might, political 
might and moral might.
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4

THEY DON’T MAKE MONEY THE WAY 

THEY USE TO

At the time of this writing (2002), the Federal 
Government is currently in a shutdown due to the failure of the 
government to pass an acceptable budget.  Many “non-
essential” government workers are on furlough without pay.  
National parks, Social Security and Veteran’s Affairs offices 
and others are closed.  Programs funded by the central 
government are also not receiving their funding during this 
period.  In many states, certain hospitals, state parks, highway 
projects, welfare programs, and schools are also closed.  Why 
does the budget impasse in Washington affect the operation of 
these “local” state affairs?  These states have been bribed into 
giving up much of their sovereignty in return for federal 
dollars.  We rely on federal money to provide some of our 
police, education, highway, parks and other services.  The 
problem with this is two-fold.  First, we have increased our 
federal taxes by asking the central government to provide these 
services that should have been provided for at the local level, 
or not at all.  Second, whenever the federal government grants 
funds to the states to provide certain services, those services 
must meet the guidelines set forth by the federal government.  
The people of the individual state are no longer able to govern 
their own affairs locally as stipulated in the Constitution (10

th

Amendment). The individual state is also at the mercy of the
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federal government to continue its financial support of the 
program after it is instituted.  One decision by Congress and 
the program can lose its funding, again leaving the individual 
state powerless to govern its own programs and decide where 
and how to allocate its revenues.

Some say that many of this nation’s problems, and the 
need for so many government “handout” programs, are due to 
the present economic situation we find ourselves in.  Inflation, 
unemployment, the difficulty individuals face in supporting 
themselves and a myriad of other problems are not due to 
present economic conditions.  They are not due to a lack of 
produced goods.  They are not due to a lack of government 
spending on social programs.  These problems are directly 
traceable to the day that the federal government unlawfully 
usurped the power to artificially manipulate our economy 
outside the bounds of supply and demand.  The day the Federal 
Reserve Board was created, the government assumed the 
authority to arbitrarily change the value of our money 
whenever it seemed expedient to do so.  This expediency is of 
course politically motivated, not economically motivated.  
Since the beginning of this nation; since the original outline of 
our Constitution, gold and silver were the primary currency to 
be used in this country (Article 1, Section 10). Due to the 
obvious physical limitations of using precious metal for actual 
currency, the government began to circulate paper certificates 
that were redeemable for gold.  These certificates had the same 
value as gold because they were directly redeemable.  The 
value of gold was allowed to fluctuate with the natural course 
of economic conditions.  When gold prices fluctuated, the 
value of the paper
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money certificates fluctuated right along with it.  Once the 
government assumed the power to artificially set the value of 
gold, and thereby set the value of our money, our entire 
financial system ceased to follow the laws of supply and 
demand.  We were now left to the whims of our government 
leaders.  These conditions left us with a domino affect of 
problems, each compounded by the previous.

1. Because the value of gold was now arbitrarily set 
through political motivation, its value soon became 
such that it was no longer profitable for most mining 
businesses to continue to mine it.  This soon began to 
leave the federal treasury short of gold as more paper 
money was being printed.

2. As the government now began to start on a course of 
deficit spending, merely printing more money than they 
had gold to back up, the value of the paper money 
decreased.  This decrease in the purchasing power of 
the paper money caused inflation.  The government 
attempted to artificially hold gold at a set level that 
could be kept in proportion to the amount of money 
being printed to curb this inflationary trend.  This soon 
proved to be a futile task as the proportion of paper 
money being printed outpaced the amount of increases 
in gold prices that would be required.

3. Because of the decline in the amount of gold reaching 
the treasury, the government soon saw that they needed 
to “break” the gold standard.  The government
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separated paper money from the gold standard by 
passing the “25%” law.  This law stated that paper 
money was now only redeemable for 25% of its face 
value.  That meant that for every $1.00 in paper money 
you could only get 25 cents worth of gold.  This so-
called backing was merely a con game to keep up 
people’s psychological confidence in and acceptance of 
the paper money.  However, even this “25%” standard 
is a farce because American citizens are not allowed to 
cash their paper money certificates in for gold.  That 
too was outlawed by the federal government.

4. Of course our government has no way to force foreign 
governments and investors to accept paper money.  
Because of this, the law that forbids holders of 
American dollars from cashing them in for gold only 
applies to American citizens and businesses.  Foreign 
governments and investors who hold American dollars 
can exchange them for gold, at the full face value, any 
time they want.

5. With American paper money now virtually worthless 
for Americans to hold, one might ask why we don’t just 
start using gold again on our own, possibly setting up a 
parallel monetary system with gold, silver or truly 
redeemable certificates for such.  The government 
thought of that idea as well.  Once this possible 
scenario was realized by Washington, a law was passed 
which outlawed Americans from owning gold or silver 
in large quantities and from using any other type of 
currency
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other than the government paper money.  Only foreign 
governments or investors may request and acquire any 
of America’s gold holdings from Fort Knox.

6. Because of continued deficit spending and the fact that 
our money is no longer based on anything of real value, 
the government is now free to spend as much as they 
want.  They merely have to print more money and 
artificially set the value of it at the level they want.  
Much of the financial aid given to other nations is 
actually a bundle of fresh, uncirculated paper money 
“hot of the press”.  Other times, this aid is in the form 
of credits, which can be exchanged for gold at any time, 
or so one might think.

7. This continued policy has caused an even larger 
international problem.  As a result of arbitrarily printing 
more money when needed, and setting the value thereof 
in relation to the price of gold, and then artificially 
fixing interest rates on the credits that are given, there is
now a huge disparity in the amount of American paper 
money held by foreigners, that is supposed to be 
redeemable for gold, and the amount of actual gold in 
reserve.  As of the date of this writing, there is 
approximately eight times the amount of paper money 
held by foreigners than there is gold in the federal 
reserve.  If only one fourth of the foreign governments 
or investors holding American money demanded their 
gold, as is allowed by law, we would be unable to pay.  
This nation is “internationally bankrupt”!
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This is a very huge pending crisis.  We all have read on 
our money “Backed By The Full Faith And Credit Of The 
United States”.  Unfortunately, that is all that is backing our 
money.  Once our nation is unable to meet a single financial 
obligation, loan payment, request for gold, etc., that “faith and 
credit” is gone.  We have all seen other nations that have fallen 
into this same trap.  We don’t have to imagine what would 
happen to our economy if this happened.  How secure are our 
bank accounts insured by a government in this situation?  How 
secure are loans currently out for such things as homes, cars 
and businesses?  All these would dry up once that happened.  
Businesses would be forced to close and lay off their 
employees.  Our money would then be truly worthless because 
there would be no more promise of backing.  Even the richest 
in our society would become worthless overnight.  One might 
compare this to what happened in the 1930’s during the 
depression.  The difference, however, is that in those days the 
dollar still had value.  In fact, its value went up as compared to 
the reduced amount of goods being produced.  This time 
around, the dollar would be worthless.  The government 
handouts and other programs would stop because there would 
be nothing of value to purchase the goods to hand out.

“No duty is more imperative on...Government, than the 

duty it owes the people, of furnishing them a sound and 

uniform currency.” - Abraham Lincoln

“I have already endeavored to warn the country 

against irredeemable paper; against the paper of banks which 

do not pay specie for their own notes; against that miserable,
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abominable, and fraudulent policy, which attempts to give 

value to any paper, of any bank, one single moment longer 

than such paper is redeemable on demand in gold and 

silver...We are in danger of being overwhelmed with 

irredeemable paper, mere paper, representing not gold nor 

silver, no, Sir, representing nothing but broken promises, bad 

faith, bankrupt corporations, cheated creditors, and a ruined 

people.” - Daniel Webster

Even if we do not see these calamities in our own 
generation, we must remember what we are doing to future 
generations by continuing this course.  Our own children and 
grandchildren will inherit these problems on an increased scale 
just as we have inherited them from past generations.  It is our 
duty to our own families to clean up this mess.  This nation is 
so far in debt right now, due to these unsound financial 
practices, that each and every citizen, man, woman and child, 
owes some $200,000 worth of shared responsibility.  Of course 
some of this is merely paper debt, accounting tricks of our 
government to continue to attempt to back up paper money, but 
is still a very real threat to our nation’s security at home and 
abroad.

“I place economy among the first and most important 

of republican virtues, and the public debt as the greatest of the 

dangers to be feared...To preserve our independence, we must 

not let our rulers load us with perpetual debt.  We must make 

our election between economy and liberty, which in private 

life, would forbid our paying for unexplained projects, forbids 

it in the disposition of the public moneys...We [must endeavor] 

to
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reduce the government to the practice of a rigorous economy, 

to avoid burdening the people, and arming the magistrate with 

a patronage of money, which might be used to corrupt and 

undermine the principles of our government...The 

multiplication of public offices, increase of expense beyond 

income, growth and entailment of a public debt, are indications 

soliciting the employment of a pruning knife...It is incumbent 

on every generation to pay its own debts as it goes.” - Thomas 
Jefferson

Isn’t it time we all stood up and faced what we have 
done?  We must address this most disturbing trend.  This will 
be the toughest to face of all the problems we have.  As most of 
us have probably seen in our own personal finances, when you 
spend outside your means, you can only borrow so much.  At 
some point, the payments come due.  We have to cut our
expenses and quit wasting on frivolous programs that give 
billions to foreign nations and reward non-production in our 
own.  We must begin immediately to rebuild the “full faith and 
credit” of our nation once more.

These same irresponsible policies and programs migrate 
themselves throughout almost all facets or our government.  
Our government has grown to become an all-encompassing 
menace in our lives.  We have allowed the government to 
artificially set farm prices through subsidies, held up wages in 
excess of production, support people who do not contribute to 
production or work in any way and give away trillions of our 
hard earned dollars to foreign nations, some of whom we also 
spend billions defending ourselves from.
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5

EVERYBODY’S RICH UNCLE ISN’T

Many people and groups in today’s society seek to 
obtain some type of benefit or assistance from their “rich Uncle 
Sam”.  Unfortunately, there is a misconception about Uncle 
Sam’s wallet.  The US government produces no goods and 
provides no services that are sold or traded to produce any 
revenue.  The government makes no income or profit from 
anything.  The government was never intended or setup to earn 
money for itself.  The sole purpose of government is to carry 
out such responsibilities as the people delegate to it
(Constitution Preamble). The people, in turn, collectively 
share the expenses of these services and pay the government 
employees who carry out the various duties.

There is much talk in today's political arena about such 
programs as welfare, affirmative action and managed health 
care.  I believe all of these problems could be better handled if 
our politicians would ask themselves a simple question before 
voting on such programs.  "Is it legal?"  Whether a particular 
program has any benefit or not is irrelevant if the program is 
illegal to begin with.  Welfare is a socialist program.  It is 
completely unconstitutional.  It is an unjust assumption of 
power by a government that has no such power.  Food stamps, 
Medicaid, Medicare, housing assistance, farm subsidies, and 
Social Security are all illegal programs instituted by socialist-
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thinking politicians who blatantly violated the Constitution of 
this country.  Any other programs that seek to show favoritism 
to one special group over another are all illegal, period.  
Whether there is any benefit gained or not is not the issue.  
Whether they fall under the guidelines set forth in the 
Constitution is the issue (10

th
Amendment).

The Supreme Court of the United States, in the case of 
Savings and Loan Association vs. Topeka (22 Law. Ed. 461), 
has upheld this conclusion.  Their ruling declared, “To lay, 

with one hand, the power of government on the property of the 

citizen, and with the other to bestow it upon favored 

individuals...is nonetheless a robbery because it is done under 

the forms of law and is called taxation.”

“You will never get me to support a measure which I 

believe to be wrong, although by doing so I may accomplish 

that which I believe to be right.” - Abraham Lincoln

This may sound cold-hearted to abolish these programs.  
I'll be the first to admit that there are many benefits to some of 
these.  The fact is, however, that the federal government should 
not be involved in these.  These types of issues could be better 
handled at local levels, in local communities and by private 
charities and churches.  It is a known fact that when the 
government seeks to guarantee certain privileges to its citizens, 
the citizens lose their productive spirit.  They lose that drive to 
be self-dependent.  The Chinese government guarantees food, 
housing, and medical care to all its citizens in their country.  
Yet the majority of their citizens lack even the basic
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necessities.  The government has all but killed that spirit of 
hard work and productivity.  The US, on the other hand, still 
out produces all other countries in the world and has the 
highest standard of living of any nation on Earth, despite 
government intervention and interference.  How much greater 
our progress could be if the government would just get out of 
the way.  These programs are taxing us to death.  They have 
put the government at the verge of bankruptcy.  Our country is 
now so deep in a financial hole, no one believes we can ever 
climb back out.  The manpower to manage all these programs 
is also increasing on an almost daily basis.

“When George Washington was president in 1792, the 

population of the new nation was estimated to be 4,192,000.  

The civilian payroll was 780 persons - about one person paid 

to work for the government for every 5,300 of population.

Our population today is nearly 300 million.  The 

civilian work force is 3,103,000 - one worker for every 96

persons in the land.” - Everett Dirkson

When citizens are taught to always depend on their 
government for their needs, they no longer have that drive 
needed to sustain themselves.  It is also a known fact that 
government has nothing to distribute.  The only thing the 
government can do is redistribute.  It must take from those that 
still produce to provide for those that do not. To compound 
that problem, any dollar that goes to Washington and then 
returns usually loses weight in the round-trip.
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We have now reached a point in our nation’s financial 
woes where 50% of the population supports themselves and the 
other 50%.  A full one half of all this nation’s citizens are 
supported by the government in one way or another.  Those 
who receive direct payments such as welfare, food stamps, 
social security, and other benefits, combined with all those who 
have jobs with the government directly or with government 
contractors, make up a full 50% of our total population.  Let 
me repeat that, a full one half of this nation is supported by the 
taxes paid by the other half.

Here is my formula for an economic policy:

1. Economic security for all is impossible without 
widespread abundance.

2. Abundance is impossible without industrious and 
efficient production.

3. Such production is impossible without energetic, 
willing and eager labor.

4. This is not possible without incentive.

5. Of all forms of incentive, the freedom to obtain a 
reward for one's labor is the most sustaining for most 
people.  Sometimes called the profit motive, it is simply 
the right to plan and to earn and to enjoy the fruits of 
your labor.
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6. This profit motive diminishes as government controls, 
regulates, and taxes to the point that it denies the fruits 
of success to those who produce.

7. Therefore, any attempt through government 
intervention to redistribute the material rewards of labor 
can only result in the eventual destruction of the 
productive base of society, without which real 
abundance and security for more than the ruling elite is 
quite impossible.

Many times our politicians attempt to sow the seeds of 
animosity in our society so as to push a particular personal 
agenda.  They try to make it seem a crime for a person to be 
successful.  They pit management against labor and rich 
against poor.  They attempt to label us with class headings 
based on our income or where we live.  They try to convince us 
that we have a flawed economic system when some are more 
successful than others.  ”Our current president, Barack Obama, 
has used this extensively by vilifying “the rich”, blaming “Wall 
Street” bankers for our financial woes, “evil insurance 
companies” for high medical costs, “big oil” for gasoline 
prices, etc. They want to redistribute the nation’s wealth in an 
attempt to “balance everything out. This redistributing of 
wealth is nothing short of socialism.  History has shown us 
again and again that this type of economy cannot adequately 
provide for the material and emotional needs of a society.  
Where is the incentive to try and succeed if success only brings 
condemnation and punishment in the form of higher taxes and 
more regulation?  Why put forth the effort when slothfulness
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and idleness are so amply rewarded?  There can be no 
incentive to do our best when we are protected doing less than 
that.

A former President, Bill Clinton, has stated that “we 

must not return to the days when individuals were left to fend 

for themselves” in his State of the Union address given January 
23, 1996. I ask the question, Why not? What is wrong with 
asking every individual to accept responsibility for themselves 
and their families?  Why does the government feel they have 
the right to force some individual citizens to provide for 
others?  I am not saying that it is wrong to help others who may 
be in need.  However, to force individuals to do good deeds 
against their will is not a power delegated to the government.  
This type of policy is no good for the ones working or the ones 
not working.

“Is it rational now, when the young people may have to 

face problems harder than we faced...we are giving up the 

study of how the Greeks and Romans prevailed magnificently 

in a barbaric world; the study, too, of how that triumph ended, 

how a slackness and softness finally came over them to their 

ruin?  In the end, more than they wanted freedom, they wanted 

security, a comfortable life, and they lost all - security and 

comfort and freedom...

Are we not growing slack and soft in our political life?  

When the Athenians finally wanted not to give to the State, but 

the State to give to them, when the freedom they wished most 

for was freedom from responsibility, then Athens ceased to be
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free and was never free again.  Is that not a challenge?” - The 
Freeman, July 1967, p. 400

Why do we continue to run to Washington to solve all 
our problems?

“When the people are encouraged to turn to 

government to settle all of their problems for them, the basis 

for all revolutions is thereby established.  For then the people 

expect the government to provide them with all of the material 

things they want.  And when these things are not forthcoming, 

they resort to violence to get them.  And why not - since the 

government itself has told them that these responsibilities 

belong to government rather than to them?  I am convinced 

that a revolution would not be possible if the only relationship 

between government and the people was to guarantee them 

their loyalty and security.” - Frederic Bastiat, American 
Opinion, p. 22

Any government powerful enough to give the people all 
that they want is also powerful enough to take from the people 
all that they have.

Many businesses shy away from investing in new 
ventures because of the potential tax and regulatory liabilities 
that can be incurred for failure.  In some cases, failure is almost 
assured by the regulations, taxes and tariffs imposed on certain 
industries.  How much greater economic expansion this nation 
could enjoy if businesses were rewarded for increasing 
production and quality.  How much greater the opportunities
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for all citizens willing to work in an atmosphere where success 
is rewarded and we are all free to enjoy the fruits of our labors.  
How much greater the possibilities would be if all citizens and 
businesses were regulated and taxed equally and fairly.

There is a lot of political debate right now about a 
program known as the “Flat Tax” system of income tax.  The 
main idea behind this system is that all income is taxed at the 
same percentage rate, no matter the amount of income.  Most 
deductions and “loop-holes” in the current system would also 
be eliminated.  A person’s employer would simply deduct the 
appropriate percentage of tax from the wages and turn that in to 
the government.  There would be no tax forms to file, no audits 
to do, no refund checks to issue and everyone would be taxed 
at an equal percentage of their income.  I support such a 
proposal, in theory.  The first problem is that there must be a 
distinction between ”income” and “wages”. The term income
refers to profit made through business ventures or investments.  
The term wages refers to money earned through direct labor.

The government protects the ability to operate a 
business through such things as patents, copyrights, name 
registration, etc.  The government protects the operation of the 
stock markets.  This government protection should be taxed 
with those profiting by it paying the tax.  This would be an 
“income” tax.

The ability to work and earn a wage in return for one’s 
labor is a right, not a gift or protected privilege provided by the 
government.  The government has no authority to tax a person
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in the exercise of an inalienable right.  Therefore, any tax on 
wages is unconstitutional.

Referring to Article 1, Section 2 of the Constitution we 
find that direct taxation of individual citizens is outside the 
federal government’s scope.  We must repeal the 16th

Amendment (income tax) and eliminate the IRS.

Many of the various “flat tax” plans being proposed by
different legislators, still seek to maintain certain “loop-holes” 
and political favors to some groups.  They also seek to 
maintain the tax on wages in addition to income.  As discussed 
earlier, I maintain that any favors or special consideration 
shown one group over another is wrong.  The equal taxation of 
all citizens earning income, not wages, in a fair and level 
manner is what’s definitely right.
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6

SOCIAL SECURITY

Approximately 15% of this nation’s population relies 
on Social Security benefits. Only half that group are retired 
persons who worked and paid into the Social Security system.  
The Social Security system pays out approximately 45% more 
than it takes in through payroll taxation.  The additional funds 
needed to keep it going come from the general tax revenues.  
What is wrong with this system?  Let us examine the idea 
behind this fallacy portrayed as the “Social Security Fund”.

Social Security is another program enacted with good 
intentions, but done outside the limits of the Constitution. The 
idea is that the government would help working citizens save 
for their retirement.  A “fund” would be established that people 
would pay into during their working years, and then could 
draw out of during retirement.  The problem is that Social 
Security is neither social nor secure.  For the system to be 
social, it would have to be voluntary.  Every citizen would 
have the option to contribute or not as they wanted.  
Government-sponsored social security would merely be 
another choice of retirement plans for workers to choose from, 
much like an IRA or government bonds.  For the system to be 
truly secure, massive changes would need to be enacted to 
avoid the almost certain demise the system now faces.
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The first flaw in the system is that no fund was ever
established.  The system started in the red from the beginning.  
Eligible persons were immediately put on the rolls to begin 
receiving benefits even though they had never paid anything in 
to begin with.  We now had a “pay-as-you-go” system where 
money was being received from working citizens to be paid out 
to retired persons.  For all practical purposes, the system is 
bankrupt and has been since day one.  However, changes to the 
system and eligibility requirements soon began to make things 
worse.  The system was expanded to allow eligibility for not 
only retired persons, but also handicapped, widowed, disabled 
and injured persons, many of whom had never paid into the 
system themselves.  With advances in medicine and health 
care, our elderly now live longer and therefore draw from the 
system a greater amount during their lifetimes as well.  The 
longer the system continues, the larger the disparity between 
input and output will become.

The next flaw is how the system is managed.  The 
benefits an eligible person may receive are not based on the 
amount that person paid into the system.  As I have stated, 
some recipients have never paid into the system at all yet are 
eligible to receive a pre-set minimum amount.  A properly run 
system would not pay benefits to persons who had never paid 
into the system to begin with.  This would be like a bank 
allowing persons to make withdrawals even though they had no 
account there.  Periodic increases in benefits are never linked 
to economic conditions or the availability of funds.  They are, 
instead, arbitrarily set by Congress.  During election years and 
periods of dissatisfaction by large retirement organizations and
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special interest groups, Congressional leaders will push for 
increases to appease their constituents.  A properly run system 
would allow for normal economic conditions to adjust the 
amount of return on the investment paid into such a system.  In 
this way, conditions like inflation, recessions and fluctuations 
in interest rates would impact the recipients’ benefits in the 
same way they affect working individuals’ salaries and 
purchasing power.

As the system continues to grow and accommodate 
more recipients with higher benefits, and as life expectancies 
continue to increase for the elderly who rely on such a system, 
one of two things must surely happen.  The first is an ever-
increasing burden on the taxpayers who pay into the system to 
support it.  This means that an even more disproportionate 
amount of money must be paid in by working individuals to 
continue to support those receiving more benefits than they 
paid in themselves.  The second is the almost certain demise of 
the system altogether.  If the system is allowed to continue on 
its present course, costing all that is paid in as well as using up 
additional general tax revenues, it will bankrupt the entire 
nation’s economy.

Surely anyone can see the benefit of saving for one’s 
retirement.  The problem here is that no money is actually 
saved for anything.  No money is ever put into an investment 
or bank account to be retained until it is needed.  No money is 
ever set aside in a way that it can earn or grow the way a 
normal investment plan would.  A real retirement plan should 
be one where money is set aside during one’s working years
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and that investment is set up to grow in such a way as to at 
least keep up with inflation so that the purchasing power of that 
money does not diminish.  What are some alternatives?

We could take a lesson from our neighbors in South 
America.  Argentina, for example, has a government-sponsored 
retirement plan that has some similarities to our Social 
Security.  The government requires that all working citizens, 
earning above a minimum set level, set aside a certain 
percentage of their income in one of a number of retirement 
accounts. Each worker can choose which account to put their 
retirement funds into, or to spread the deduction out over 
several different accounts.  The accounts are similar to our IRA 
accounts and are held by private banks that have won 
government bids to offer these services.  The government also 
maintains retirement accounts in the form of government 
bonds, which mature when the individual reaches retirement 
age.  This money is deducted from each worker’s paycheck on 
a before-tax basis and paid into the account of his or her choice 
automatically.  A worker can even elect to have more than the 
minimum deducted and put into the account if they choose.  
The system is also flexible enough to allow an individual to 
make small withdrawals for family emergencies, such as major 
illness where funds would be needed for medical expenses.  
When an individual retires, their benefit amount is determined 
by dividing the number of years they will receive benefits, 
based on their life expectancy, into the amount they paid into 
their account and the amount it has grown based on standard 
economic conditions.
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7

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT

Anyone who watches television or reads a newspaper 
has seen examples of the lack of justice in America.  We have a 
justice system that, though it may not be perfect, was 
established as the most capable of punishing crime and 
protecting law-abiding citizens.  In the beginning, we punished 
criminals for their crimes, removed potentially dangerous 
persons from society and protected victims while also seeing to 
it that their losses, as far as possible, were repaid by the 
offenders.  We have all heard stories from our grandparents 
how they felt safe going for late night walks, leaving their 
houses unlocked and sitting on the front porch swing.  
However, all that has turned into burglar bars on the windows, 
high-tech security and alarm systems, remote car alarms and 
well-trained guard dogs.  We live in fear of ruthless gangs, 
drug dealers and drive-by shootings.  Persons who fall victim 
to crimes, or even witness a crime, are frightened to come 
forward for fear of retaliation from the criminal.  Most people 
do not feel that their local law enforcement can adequately 
protect them.  We have things like the “Witness Protection 
Program” because we cannot guarantee that even after a 
criminal is convicted, he will not return for revenge against 
those that helped put him away.
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What has gone wrong here?  Why are criminals running 
the streets while law-abiding citizens must lock themselves 
behind deadbolts and bars?  The answer can be found in the 
“new mentality” that permeates our society today.  This new 
way of thinking and analyzing has crippled our justice system 
and flooded our courts with frivolous suits and hearings.  We 
have reached a point in society where no one accepts 
responsibility for their actions.  Everyone wants to be a victim 
of something.  They use this “victimization” as a scapegoat to 
justify their actions.  Many people are convinced that a 
criminal who commits a heinous crime must have had some 
traumatic experience as a child that caused him to act on this 
anger years later.  Rather than punishing criminals for their 
actions, we instead sympathize with them and attempt to help 
and comfort them with tax-supported mental evaluations and 
treatment.  We have even gone so far as to use this “reduced 
mental capacity” excuse for criminals who commit crimes 
while under the influence of drugs or alcohol they voluntarily 
took themselves.

This type of “there’s always an excuse” mentality has 
no end.  I would venture to say we all have had some “rough” 
periods in our lives.  How many of us were picked on in school 
by a bully?  How many of us have parents who are divorced?  
How many of us lived poor in comparison to some of our 
neighbors?  How many of us have had some traumatic 
experience like a car wreck, becoming deathly ill or loss of a 
loved-one?  All of these and then some have been used as 
excuses for criminals attempting to justify their crimes.
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Our lawmakers have even enacted legislation that 
continues to uphold these perverted values where the criminals 
have more rights than the victims.  The Supreme Court has 
tipped the scales of justice in favor of the criminals at the 
expense of the rights of law-abiding citizens.  Punishment of 
crime no longer exists in this nation.  Punishment of crime is as 
necessary to securing safety for our citizens as having police to 
catch criminals.  Punishments should serve two purposes.  One, 
they should protect society while the criminal works out his 
problems; and two, they should serve as deterrents to other 
“would-be” criminals.  Instead, jails have become mere 
warehouses for criminals where the quality of life far exceeds 
that of the average citizen.  Inmates enjoy satellite TV, well-
equipped workout gyms, free high school and college 
education, well-stocked libraries and full medical coverage, all 
at taxpayer expense.  Jails were never intended to be used as 
warehouses.  Jails were designed to get criminals off the streets 
so they could no longer be a threat to society.  For those non-
violent criminals who have a hope of being rehabilitated, jail is 
a place for them to spend time working on their problems and 
contemplating their actions before they are released at the end 
of their sentence.  Violent criminals and those with records of 
repeating their crimes have proven that they are not safe for 
society.  They should never be released back on the streets, nor 
should they be “warehoused” in prison at taxpayer expense.  
These criminals must be eliminated through Constitutional
capital punishment.  Their only jail time should be spent 
waiting for trial and then awaiting their execution dates once 
convicted.  “Life in prison” should never be a sentence given a 
criminal.
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Many people feel that capital punishment is against the 
Constitution.  They argue that the death penalty is “cruel and 
unusual” punishment.  I say that such people should go back 
and re-read the Bill of Rights.  The Fifth Amendment very 
clearly states that capital punishment is an acceptable form of 
punishment for certain offenses.  In fact, the Fifth Amendment 
mentions the “loss of life” twice as a proper form of 
punishment when administered under “due process” of law.

We must also eliminate the endless appeals criminals 
are allowed.  Anyone convicted of a felony should be allowed 
one appeal if they can present sufficient evidence for a judge to 
warrant such.  After a second conviction on appeal, the 
sentence should stand and be carried out fully.  Such programs 
as early release, parole and probation do nothing to serve the 
criminal or society.

“The demand of the hour in America is for jurors with 

conscience, judges with courage, and prisons which are neither 

country clubs nor health resorts.  It is not the criminals, actual 

or potential, that need a neuropathic hospital; it is the people 

who slobber over them in an effort to find excuses for their 

crime.” - Judge Alfred J. Talley

We must also return to the premise that once convicted 
of a felony, a person gives up their natural rights except those 
presented at the time of arrest.  The right to vote, own a firearm 
and file law suits are forfeited until the sentence is up and the 
person is released into society once more.  Many criminals 
make a life-time habit of bringing to court endless law suits for
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such things as better books in the prison library, different food 
in the cafeteria, changing to the upper or the lower bunk in a 
cell, or wearing different clothes other than the designated 
prison outfit.  These endless law suits, about 95% of which end 
up being tossed out due to lack of any merit, cost the tax payers 
millions per year to defend.  Criminals deemed to have 
completed their sentences should be freed to return to society 
with full rights.  If they are not deemed safe, they should not be 
released.  Programs such as sex offender registration for person 
released but still deemed dangerous and limits on where a 
person can live or occupations they can’t perform unduly strip 
individual rights.  Society should also hold a criminal 
accountable for the damages they do.  Restitution to the victim 
or society itself should be mandated in all criminal cases.  
Work programs such as the so-called “chain gangs”, where 
criminals repair streets, pick up trash on the roadways and 
maintain parks, should become the “norm”. Where have we 
stepped on a criminal’s rights when we expect him to pay back 
what he took from society in the first place?  I say we have not.
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8

SEPARATING SCHOOL AND STATE

Over one million children in America are currently 
being schooled in their homes.  This figure is in addition to the 
millions more attending private schools and church-affiliated 
institutions.  The number of families making the transition 
from the public schools to private is growing.

There are a large number of competent public educators 
who are doing a commendable job.  However, they are doing 
so in spite of, not as a result of the system.  For the most part, 
our public school system is turning out millions of adults that 
are unable to think and act for themselves and are completely 
unable to function in a free society.  The worst part of it is that 
the system is specifically setup to do just that.  The focus of 
today’s public education system is to promote internationalism, 
relativism, socialism and ignorance.

A 1983 report entitled “A Nation at Risk”, produced by 
the National Commission on Excellence in Education had this 
to say: “If an unfriendly foreign power had attempted to 

impose on America the mediocre educational performance that 

exists today, we might well have viewed it as an act of war.  

The educational foundations of our society are being eroded by 

a rising tide of mediocrity that threatens our very future as a 

nation and a people.”
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We have spent over $4 trillion in public primary and 
secondary schools in this country since 1983.  There have been 
a myriad of government programs enacted such as Goals 2000, 
No Child Left Behind, Outcome-Based Education, School-to-
Work Programs, Federal and State Vouchers, and many newly 
revised national standards.  All of these have only increased the 
problem because they all focus on the same goal - total 
government control of the minds and thinking of the American 
people.  Let’s look at a few statistics from a 1991 report 
entitled “Smart Schools, Smart Kids: Why Some Schools 
Work”.

• Only 20% of adults between the ages of 21 and 25 
can read a bus timetable.

• 25% of adults do not know if the sun goes around 
the Earth or vice versa.

• American companies spend between $20 billion and 
$40 billion a year on remedial education for their 
employees.

• Two of every three young Americans cannot place 
the Civil War in the right century.

• The United States spent $260 billion on education 
in the 1993-1994 school year, approximately $5,325 
per student.  On average, only 61 cents of every 
dollar was spent on instruction.
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The problems with our current education system are not 
a result of differences in teaching methods or a lack of 
programs or lack of funding, but rather differences in ideology.  
Here are the three main ideological differences I see.

The first main ideological difference is the question of 
who is responsible for our children.  Many government 
officials and public educators consider themselves, rather than 
parents, to be the primary stewards of our children.  The 
government seeks to diminish the role of parents to that of 
merely temporary custodians of the government’s children, 
providing room and board during the short time the children 
are not under its direct supervision.  Consider the following 
quotes:

Carolyn Warner, former Superintendent of Public 
Instruction in Arizona, stated, “Those who educate are more to 

be honored than those who bear children.  The latter give them 

only life; the former teach them the art of living.”

William H. Seawell, Professor of Education at the University 
of Virginia: “Each child belongs to the state.”

These same sentiments can be seen in the recent 
attempts to pass legislation under the guise of “protecting 
children’s rights”.  Who are these threats to children that this 
type of legislation is trying to protect them from?  According to 
former Colorado Democratic State Senator Joseph V. Gartlan, 
Jr., recognizing the primacy of parental authority to be in 
charge of the education and upbringing of children would 
“throw into a tailspin society’s reasonable efforts to protect
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against abuse and neglect”. The Virginia Senate recently 
opposed a parental rights amendment citing that it would be a 
threat to “the health, safety and welfare of children.”

Obviously these two examples illustrate that the government
does not see parents as the primary guardians of children, but 
rather the primary threat to children.  Kansas Education Watch 
Network Director, Jim McDavitt, stated that “[parents] as a 

group at large, are considered capable and likely of criminal 

child abuse”.

The Second World Congress on Family Law and the 
Rights of Children and Youth held in San Francisco brought 
about a historic document intended to grant children certain 
rights that can be enforced against the will of their parents.  
These rights would include the ability to join a street gang or 
religious cult or even to use drugs.  The parents could be found 
guilty of inhibiting their own children’s “rights” such as 
“freedom of association” or “freedom of religion”.  The United 
Nations has upheld this same philosophy and has approved a 
treaty to that effect, which is awaiting final approval from the 
United States.  This treaty would require ratifying nations to 
compel parents in the upbringing of their children.  The group 
UNICEF is one of the major supporters of this action.  One 
only needs to hear their slogan to understand the mentality 
behind such efforts; “Every Child is Our Child”.

The second ideological difference is the importance of 
the family unit.  It is quite obvious that the government sees an 
ever-increasing role for itself in the day-to-day affairs of the 
family and the public education system as the means to fill that
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role.  Former First Lady and current Secretary of State Hillary 
Clinton stated in a June 6, 1997 speech to the Second World 
Congress on Family Law and the Rights of Children and Youth 
in San Francisco that, “Government can help ensure that 

children have a healthy start in life, a solid education, and 

skills they need to compete in a global economy”. She also 
stated that it was government’s role to provide parents with the 
tools they need to be good parents.  That statement implies that 
the government would also decide which parents were doing a 
good job or not and what criteria was used to measure that 
performance.

There have been discussions in the United States Senate 
and “test cases” in some states involving the licensing of 
individuals to be parents.  In some cases individuals would be 
licensed to bear children but not to raise them.  Prospective 
parents would have to submit an application and pass a 
background check before getting pregnant.  Anyone caught 
having an “unlicensed” child could be prosecuted and have the 
child taken by the state.

Interestingly, there is no mention of government 
intervention or parental rights in the Constitution.  Many do not 
understand the real reasons behind that.  Dr. Allan Carlson of 
the Rockford Institute explains, “The Founding Fathers 

understood the family to be the social unit that reconciled 

liberty with order, that kept the individual’s interests in 

balance with the interests of community and posterity.  [For 

this reason] family issues are avoided in the U.S. Constitution 

because they were irrelevant.” The government was never
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given any jurisdiction over the family.  We must also 
remember that the government is limited to those powers 
expressly bestowed upon it in the Constitution.  Any additional 
power it tries to exercise is nothing short of usurpation.

The third ideological difference is the topics that must 
be taught for a student to receive a truly sound education, one 
that will empower him to think and act in a free society.  Our 
children must be taught the things necessary for them to 
properly discern right from wrong.  They must be taught the 
value of real freedom and the responsibilities that go with 
having it.

The Second Congress on Family Law and the Rights of 
Children in San Francisco held a workshop dealing with “Gay, 
Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgendered and Questioning Youth” 
(GLBTQ).  The main theme of this workshop was the idea that 
“children’s rights” are not complete until all GLBTQ youth are 
liberated from anti-homosexual attitudes at home and in the 
classroom.  It also would require that all governments, from the 
school board to the United Nations, be involved in a crusade to 
end the “scourge of homophobia”.

Some schools have already begun adopting a “fruit 
salad curriculum” to address this supposed problem.  Sex 
education classes that teach so-called “gay-awareness” are 
increasing.  The New York Public School System recently 
came under fire for using such books as Heather Has Two 

Mommies and Daddy’s Roommate. When parents complained 
about the use of such materials, New York Assemblywoman
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Deborah Glick proclaimed, “most of the parents themselves 

have tremendous prejudice and bigotry that has been passed 

on for generations…we as a society must provide a counter-

balance to what kids are obviously learning at home.”

Other school programs also seek to provide this 
“counter-balance” of education through AIDS education, sex 
education, values clarification and the distribution of condoms 
in the school.  The Supreme Court has forced the expulsion of 
God from the classroom and made it illegal for the school to 
teach any religious or moral instruction.  Here are some 
alarming statistics to illustrate the consequences of this lack of 
moral instruction:

1. Approximately 135,000 children carry handguns to 
school each day

2. Six teens commit suicide each day.
3. Ten children die of gunshot wounds each day.
4. 20 percent of high schoolers carry weapons of some 

sort to school (guns, knives, razors, etc.)
5. 25 percent of high schoolers use illegal drugs at 

least once a month.
6. 2,795 teenage girls get pregnant every day in the 

U.S.
7. 4,219 teenagers contract a sexually transmitted 

disease each day.
8. 1,106 teenage girls have abortions each day.

Now we cannot place the entire blame for this dilemma 
on the public school system alone.  There are other factors that
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have contributed to these circumstances.  These other factors 
include things like the rise of materialistic views of the world, 
ill-conceived government policies, a tax and monetary system 
that forces many families to have both parents out of the home 
and a “sickness of liberalism” that is constantly fed to us from 
our government leaders and the media.  However, public 
education and its associated “wrap-around” programs are 
primarily the system used to first, get our children out of the 
home and into the control of government, and second, force-
feed them with a continual barrage of liberal, morality-
polluting brainwashing.

There is a direct link between education and freedom.  
A survey conducted by the Hearst Corporation during the 
bicentennial year of our Constitution revealed that 59 percent 
of those surveyed could not identify the Bill of Rights as the 
first ten amendments to the Constitution and that 45 percent of 
those asked believed that the Marxist slogan “From each 

according to his abilities, to each according to his needs” is 
part of the Constitution.  I say that when knowledge about 
basic civics is lacking, our nation is in great trouble.

“The American system of government and way of life 

are rooted in ancient Greek philosophy and the Roman 

concepts of virtue, order, and law.  These elements were 

purified by biblical anthropology and Christian moral and 

social teaching…” - The Roots of American Order, Russell 
Kirk
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Many citizens and politicians claim they want to “fix” 
the public education system.  Any attempt to fix the current 
system is a mistake.  There is nothing wrong with the public 
school system the way it is now.  Unfortunately, it 
accomplishes exactly what it is intended to do.

It hasn’t worked, it won’t work…It doesn’t work 

because its fundamental premises are mechanical, anti-human, 

and hostile to family life.  Lives can be controlled by machine 

education but they will always fight back with weapons of 

social pathology: drugs, violence, self-destruction, 

indifference, and the symptoms I see in the children I teach.  

The statist school system destroys communities by relegating 

the training of children to the hands of certified experts - and

by doing so it ensures our children cannot grow up fully 

human.  The system seeks to bring to life the ancient pharaonic 

dream of Egypt: compulsory subordination of all…Schools 

teach exactly what they are intended to teach and do it well: 

how to be a good Egyptian and remain in your place in the 

pyramid.” - John Taylor Gatto, 1991 Teacher of the Year

“The future of education, and of America as a free 

society, depends on the liberation of the American family from 

the grip of the public school.  Regardless of motives, the people 

who foisted state education on us have committed a grave 

offense…Using a variety of strategies, we must reclaim the 

right to raise our children and to help them educate 

themselves.  In a fundamental sense, that is the American way.  

There is no more important task than to build a wall of 

separation between school and state and restore a system of
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family-based learning in which children can develop their 

God-given abilities as free individuals.” - Sheldon Richman

The solution to education is to return control back to the 
parents of the children being taught.  Local school boards, 
made up of local parents can best address the needs of their 
own children, dictate the curriculum to be taught, and 
determine the effectiveness of the process.  Flexibility for 
parents to enroll their children in any school they select, rather 
than being bound by arbitrary boundaries based on residence is 
the best way to ensure that schools working effectively gain 
enrollment and those not “making the grade” fall by the 
wayside.
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9

A PROPER FOREIGN POLICY

This country’s foreign policy should be directed 
towards maintaining our freedoms here at home.  It is not the 
place of our president or other government leaders to attempt to 
win points with other nations or world leaders.

Let us remember the words of the wise father of our 
country, George Washington:
“I have always given it as my decided opinion that no nation 

has a right to intermeddle in the internal concerns of another; 

that every one had a right to form and adopt whatever 

government they liked best to live under themselves; and that, 

if this country could, consistently with its engagements, 

maintain a strict neutrality and thereby preserve peace, it was 

bound to do so by motives of policy, interest, and every other 

consideration.” - August 25, 1796; Writings 13:263

Charles Pinckney of South Carolina stated at the 
Philadelphia Convention on June 25, 1787 that:
“We mistake the object of our government, if we hope or wish 

that it is to make us respectable abroad.  Conquest or 

superiority among other powers is not or ought not ever to be 

the object of republican systems.  If they are sufficiently active 

and energetic to rescue us from contempt and preserve our 

domestic happiness and security, it is all we can expect from
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them, - it is more than almost any other government ensures to 

its citizens.”

Thomas Jefferson stated in his first inaugural address 
the essential principles of our government as related to foreign 
nations:
“Equal and exact justice to all men, of whatever state or 

persuasion, religious or political; peace, commerce, and 

honest friendship, with all nations - entangling alliances with 

none...”

The United Nations and other world organizations go 
against every grain of the American fabric.  These 
organizations seek to bring all nations, all peoples of every 
persuasion and form of government under one huge umbrella.  
Many Americans say this is merely doing what was done with 
the original thirteen colonies.  This plea for world federalism is 
based on the idea that the mere act of joining separate political 
units together into a larger federal entity will somehow prevent 
those units from waging war with each other. The success of 
our own federal system is cited as proof that this theory can 
work.  But such an evaluation is quite shallow.

First of all, the American Civil War, one of the 
bloodiest in all history, demonstrates that the mere federation 
of governments, even those culturally similar, as in America, 
does not automatically prevent war between them.  Peace is 
rather ensured by natural relationships between groups and 
cultures that are mutually satisfactory to both sides, not from
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the forcible connection and alliance of vastly different cultures, 
political, and social atmospheres.

It seems to be the goal of recent administrations to turn 
over our military, financial, and negotiating powers to such 
world groups as the United Nations.  In recent history, and
even currently, great amounts of American resources have been 
turned over to foreign control and used or wasted on “world-
policing” actions that have nothing to do with US interests as a 
nation or the interests of US citizens.  The UN and other 
similar groups seek to destroy the sovereignty of each member 
nation they claim.  They limit our ability to make our own 
decisions and exercise our free hand in dealing with other 
nations when we decide it is in our best interest, not theirs.  
They seek to eliminate the military strength of this great nation, 
a strength which so far has been able to keep our nation free 
and enable our citizens to remain free of the entanglements of 
totalitarian and socialist rule so much of the rest of the world is 
under.  Only the President of the United States should ever 
have commanding authority of US military forces (Article 2, 

Section 2).

Consider this analysis of the UN charter by J. Rueben 
Clark; who has been described as the greatest authority on the 
Constitution:
“Not only does the Charter Organization not prevent future 

wars, but it makes it practically certain that we will have future 

wars, and as to such wars it takes from us the power to declare 

them, to choose the side on which we shall fight, to determine
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what forces and military equipment we shall use in the war, 

and to control and command our sons who do the fighting.”

“Peace and harmony with all nations is our sincere 

wish; but such being the lot of humanity that nations will not 

always reciprocate peaceable dispositions, it is our firm belief 

that effectual measures of defense will tend to inspire that 

national self-respect and confidence at home which is the 

unfailing source of respectability abroad, to check aggression 

and prevent war.” The American Tradition, p. 210

We must also refuse to enter into any agreements, by 
treaty or otherwise, with other nations that seek to undermine 
our sovereignty or military superiority.  Arms reduction or 
elimination, downsizing of troops, relinquishing bases and 
ports, non-proliferation of certain technologies, etc, are all 
ridiculous ploys attempting to win favor with foreign 
governments and appease those ill-minded people who feel that 
“peace and safety at all costs” can be achieved through 
weakening ourselves and allowing other nations to take 
advantage of and utilize our advancements and superiority.  
These are the same who are pushing for normal relations with 
communist nations like China and Vietnam, whose 
governments still do not allow the basic freedoms for their 
citizens.  These governments still sponsor terrorism, torture and 
murder their own people and seek to undermine and dominate 
the rest of the world.  These are the same treasonous policies 
that say we should send financial, technological, and 
agricultural aid to these communist enemies.
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Many say the Cold War is over and we should now 
concentrate on downsizing and eliminating parts of our 
military.  They say a strong military is no longer needed in 
these days of “unprecedented peace”.  I say they should take 
another look.  They should read the papers and listen to the 
news reports.  There are more separate conflicts going on in the 
world today than in any other time of recorded history.  
International terrorism is on the rise and has begun to strike 
here at home within our own borders.  The Russians, once our 
bitter enemies, are no longer under communist control.  Yet 
look in Chechnya.  Look in some of the old Soviet republics 
that broke away, still under communist control and still in 
possession of nuclear weapons.  Peace accords, UN troops, 
treaties, and all the financial aid in the world have not and 
never will produce a world free of conflicts.  The policy of the 
US government must be to protect US interests wherever they 
may be.  Whether it is US territory, US property, or a single US 
citizen, our government must be prepared to take immediate 
and decisive action no matter how small or great the problem.  
We must not be hindered by rules and regulations of World 
Organizations, weakening treaties with other nations, or 
spineless politicians.  Allow me to relate the following story 
about Ion Perdicaris:

Ion Perdicaris was a naturalized citizen of American 
Greek extraction.  In the early years of this century, he was 
kidnapped by a North African bandit named Raisuli.  Teddy 
Roosevelt was our president at that time and knew just what to 
do. He did not “negotiate” and he did not send any “urgent 
requests.”  He simply ordered one of our gunboats to stand by
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offshore and sent the local sultan the following telegram:
“Perdicaris alive, or Raisuli dead.”  They say Raisuli wasted no 
time in getting a healthy Perdicaris down to the dock.  Review 
of the News, Feb. 7, 1968, pp. 20-21

This type of decisive action, backed up with formidable 
military strength, is exactly what avoids prolonged and 
miserable conflicts with other foreign nations and international 
terrorists.  We cannot be concerned with our national image or 
winning points when it comes to foreign diplomacy.  We must 
at all times seek to protect the ideas and freedoms of the 
citizens of this nation; and we must at all times be in a position 
to back up our decisions and be ready to act when called upon.

What should the US adopt as its primary foreign policy 
guidelines?

1. Establish and maintain a position of independence with 
regard to other nations.

2. Make no permanent or entangling alliances.

3. Avoid political connection, involvement, or 
intervention in the affairs of other countries.

4. Treat all nations impartially, neither granting nor 
accepting special privileges from any.

5. Promote commerce with all peoples and countries.
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6. Act always in accordance with the “laws of nations”.

7. Cooperate with other countries to develop civilized 
rules of intercourse.

8. Remedy all just claims of injury to other nations, and 
require just treatment from other nations, standing 
ready, if necessary, to punish offenders (Article 1, 

Section 8, Clause 10).

9. Maintain a defensive force of sufficient magnitude to 
deter aggressors (Article 1, Section 8, Clauses 12, 13)

What of those who say “Isolationism! Isolationism!  
We are returning to the days of isolationist policy”.  The so-
called “isolationism” of the United States in past decades is a 
pure myth.  What is isolationism?  Long before the current 
trend of revoking our Declaration of Independence under the 
guise of international cooperation, American influence and 
trade was felt the globe over.  Individual and private groups 
spread knowledge, business, prosperity, religion, good will, 
and above all, respect throughout every foreign continent. It 
was not necessary for America to give up her independence to 
have contact and influence with other countries; and it is not 
necessary now.  Many Americans have been led to believe that 
our nation is so productive and so strong that we can defend, 
subsidize, and feed half the world, while at the same time 
believing we are so weak that we can not survive without 
pooling our resources and sovereignty with those we subsidize.
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If wanting no part of this ridiculous logic is isolationism, then 
it is high time we brought it back into fashion.

“Our traditional policy of neutrality and non-

interference with other nations was based on the principle that 

this policy was the best way to avoid disputes with other 

nations and to maintain the liberty of this country without war.  

From the days of George Washington that has been the policy 

of the United States.  It has never been isolationism; but it has 

always avoided alliances and interference in foreign quarrels 

as a preventive against possible war, and it has always 

opposed any commitment by the United States, in advance, to 

take any military action outside of our own territory.  It would 

leave us free to interfere or not interfere according to whether 

we consider the case of sufficiently vital interest to the liberty 

of this country.  It was the policy of the free hand.” A Foreign 
Policy for Americans, p. 12

I do not believe this is a selfish policy.  It cannot be a 
selfish goal for the people of this nation to insist that the goal 
of all American foreign policy be to maintain the liberty and 
freedom of the United States.  In this way, we can achieve that 
intellectual, spiritual and material level that would allow us to 
set a proper example to the peoples of the world; an example 
that would do an even greater level of service and assistance 
than we could ever achieve with billions in material assistance 
- and more than we could ever do by war.
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10

THE MILITARY IN A PEACE-LOVING 

NATION

“The failure to sustain modernization of US forces for 

21st century needs will have a catastrophic effect on US 

military power in the first decade of the next millennium.” -
William Schneider, Jr.

Why does a peace-loving nation need a military?  Why 
should we be concerned about a weaker military strength in 
this country since “the cold war is over”?  We continue to hear 
from world leaders that the world is a safer place to live since 
the “fall of communism”.  We are told, “Many nations around 
the globe are scaling back their militaries”.  Any person 
capable of reading a newspaper can see right through that 
smoke screen.  Threats from nations like North Vietnam, 
China, and Iraq, Iran, and myriad others are still very real.  
Some of the former Soviet republics are still ruled by 
communist leaders, and some of them have nuclear weapons.  
Our military has been involved in more conflicts around the 
globe after this supposed “end of the cold war” than in any 
other time in our history.  We have played dominant rolls in 
Somalia, Bosnia, Haiti, Rwanda, Iraq, Libya, Kuwait and 
Macedonia.  These do not even count such “humanitarian” 
efforts as moving and safeguarding the Cuban refugees at 
Guantanamo Bay and Panama.  Military officials estimate that
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we spend some $3 billion dollars a year on such United 
Nations operations, and that money comes from our military 
budgets.  Here are a few statistics:

1. By 1999, the Navy had only 346 ships.  This total is the 
lowest since 1938 and down from 600 in 1993.

2. Military procurement decreased from $136 billion in 
1985 to just $39 billion in 1996.

3. Research and development money for high-tech 
weapons dropped from $44 billion in 1995 to $34 
billion in 2000.

4. During the Haiti crisis in 1994, Cuban refugees and 
anti-drug operations required the need for 73 ships by 
our Atlantic fleet, but they only had 68 available.  This 
resulted in “double-up” missions and delayed ship 
maintenance.

Our time in Somalia should have taught us an important 
lesson.  We had servicemen die because they could not get the 
equipment they requested or what they did get broke down.  
Take into account the experience of Marine Lt. Gen. Tony 
Zinni.  He was the senior commander during the final 
withdrawal phase of that operation.  He and his group of 
Marines were making their withdrawal from the beach by boat.  
About 200 yards from the beach their engine overheated, 
caught fire and died.  The helpless boat began drifting back 
toward the beach.  Gunfire quickly erupted from the beach and
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pinned the Marines down.  They tried in vain to restart their 
dead engine as the commander radioed for a rescue boat.  In 
the nick of time, the rescue boat arrived and towed them to 
safety.  An investigation later determined that the evacuation 
boat the Marines were on was way beyond its scheduled 
maintenance.  Why was the craft still in use?  Due to spending
cuts, there were no funds for spare parts or a replacement boat.

This same “disaster waiting to happen” is repeated in 
all branches of our military.  The lack of a superpower enemy, 
as in the Soviet Union, and the scramble to find funds for 
social welfare programs has left our military budget very 
vulnerable.  The strength of our remaining military capability is 
also being drained by the myriad of United Nations operations 
we engage in and finance.  Many military analysts warn that a 
repeat of the Gulf War victory a few short years ago would be 
impossible at today’s level of military readiness.  They also 
warn that we are quickly returning to the days of the “hollow 
army” experienced under Jimmy Carter, when soldiers actually 
ran out of bullets and aircraft were grounded due to a lack of 
fuel.

“Bill Clinton has squandered the legacy he inherited 

and the world has become a more dangerous place.” - Dick 
Cheney

“Our greatest fear is that as the budget goes down, a 

corner may be cut and a soldier may not get the training he 

needs.  Later, in combat, that soldier dies.” - Master Sgt. John 
L. Wyatt
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Our military is responsible to maintain the domestic 
freedom we all enjoy in this country.  America is not a nation 
of conquest and world domination.  We seek only to protect 
our liberties and ensure the safety of our citizens at home and 
abroad.  Our military was never intended to be the world’s 
police force or referee.  The world has never been and never 
will be a safe place to live, completely free of strife and
conflict.  That is a fact of human nature; an unfortunate fact, 
but a fact.  Our nation’s military must, at all times, be ready 
and capable of deterring and responding, when necessary, to 
any and all threats to our domestic tranquility.  We must 
maintain a military armed and properly trained in all arenas of 
modern warfare.  Our military must be prepared at all times to 
respond in a moment’s notice to any threat that may arise 
anywhere in the world.  That threat, however, should be a 
threat to American interests, not the interests or whims of 
world leaders and word organizations.  The American military 
is on our payroll.  Their sole duty is to act on our behalf, 
performing that sacred right we all have of self-protection.

Our Constitution clearly states that the President is the 
Commander and Chief of this nation’s military (Article 2, 

Section 2). I consider it a blatant violation of the Constitution 
for our military, in whole or in part, to be placed under the 
command or in the control of any foreign body or group.  I also 
consider it a blatant violation for the government to give away 
tax revenues, allocated by the people for use by the US 
military, to be used instead by other nations or world 
organizations.
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11

THOSE WHO DON’T LEARN FROM 

THE PAST ...

America is a nation unlike any other nation on Earth; or 
is it?  We have always been taught that America is a great 
“melting pot” of cultures, ideas and philosophies.  Our laws, 
courts and even our Constitution all contain certain elements 
which are not new, but taken from other great civilizations and 
other great statesmen of past history.  Our Founding Fathers, 
acting under divine influence, developed a system of 
government comprised of the best of the old with other ideas 
that were new.  A brief look at other great civilizations in 
history can lend some surprising insight into our current form 
of government and also teach some important lessons about the 
pitfalls to avoid.  I like the old saying, “Those who don’t learn 

from the past are destined to repeat it”, because it proves to be 
so true.

The ancient Greeks were the first civilization to have 
developed the idea of Democracy as we know it today.  They 
were also the first to have formed a centralized government 
while allowing local areas to still have their own local 
governments for handling internal affairs.  Most citizens, 
except slaves and bondsmen, were allowed to vote and elect 
their leaders.  Each city-state, as the smaller local regions were 
called, sent elected representatives to the seat of the central
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government to represent the interests of their constituents back 
home.  Though they still had a king, his power was less than 
absolute.  He still had to call upon his council of nobles to 
make important decisions, which were then announced to an 
assembly of all the elected representatives from the city-states 
for their approval.  However, this representative form of 
government had its flaws.  Not all citizens had an equal 
representation.  Only rich nobleman and their families could 
vote.  Politicians were paid quite handsomely and lived in 
magnificent homes supplied by the government.  All of the 
government’s expenses were paid by a 50% tax that only 
applied to the lower classes of citizens, who could not vote.

The Greeks had other problems as well.  They had 
started a monetary system to replace the old system of 
bartering.  They began to coin money and it became widely 
used in place of real commodities.  The value of their money 
was set in accordance with the value of grain, wine and olive 
oil in the markets of foreign countries with which they traded.  
The government enacted many subsidy programs as a result of 
pressure from groups of citizens.  Farmers, for example, were 
losing some of their domestic markets due to the importing of 
foreign grain.  The government began to regulate grain prices 
within the nation, even though foreign market prices might 
change drastically.

After the assassination of one of the sons of Pisistratus, 
the current leader at that time, the other son convinced the 
government that they should disarm all the people.  Shortly 
after this disarmament, the government leaders attempted to
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assume total control and eliminate the electing of council 
members.  This caused a civil war to erupt.

This ancient Greek civilization flourished under the 
democratic government for a time.  However, government 
interventions into their economy, the desire of many of the 
people to live lavish lifestyles off the taxes of the lower classes 
and the loss of true representation in government eventually led 
to their weakened state and their inability to protect themselves 
from foreign invaders.  All this occurred in a period of about 
250 years, approximately 650 to 400 BC.

A study of the ancient Roman Empire lends surprising 
similarities to our current form of government and some of the 
problems we are facing today.  Their form of government 
consisted of a two-party system, the Republicans and the 
Democrats. The Republicans catered a great deal to the rich 
noblemen and were against government intervention into 
commerce and the economy.  The Democrats held onto power 
by catering to the desires of large groups who could out-vote 
the opposition and keep a certain politician in place if he would 
grant them the privileges they wanted.  Such programs 
consisted of limiting the number of cattle rich owners could 
graze on their farms so poorer farmers with less cattle could 
use part of the land to graze theirs.  The policy of erasing debts 
after seven years was adopted so that poor farmers who had 
borrowed at very high interest rates would not become debt 
slaves to their mortgage holders.  Private lands were taken 
away from their rich owners to be divided into small farms and 
given to the poor.
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The Roman government also sponsored lavish parties 
and theater events for all to participate at no cost.  These 
expenses, along with others, began to take a large toll on the 
public finances and huge tax increases were enacted to cover 
them.  As more and more people found themselves falling 
behind economically, and categorized as lower class, 
politicians knew they could win favor with the greater majority 
by advocating the demands of the lower class.  The canceling 
of debts and land reform were well-heated topics of political 
debate.  Grain subsidies, land grants and care for the widowed 
and elderly were all but guaranteed services also promised by 
politicians seeking popularity with the masses.

As these programs grew to accommodate the ever-
increasing burden of people attempting to qualify, more tax 
money was needed to finance them and more manpower was 
needed to manage them.  At one point, nearly one third of all 
Roman citizens were either employed by the government or 
living on government-sponsored programs and government-
owned land.  The remaining two-thirds of the people were 
being very heavily taxed to support this system.  The military 
was greatly weakened because there was no money to pay 
salaries and buy equipment.

A more recent example may be seen in the former 
Soviet Union.  A socialized government was instituted wherein 
all industry, means of production and commerce was strictly 
regulated and controlled by the government.  Every worker 
relied on the government for his pay and his benefits.  The 
government had to regulate their currency, dictate what line of
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work a person would go into and tax the people heavily to 
support the myriad of government programs.  The vast majority 
of the population lived in poverty.  When people would try to 
escape these conditions, they were either imprisoned or 
executed.  After a mere 75 years or so, the system collapsed 
under its own weight.  The people revolted and demanded a 
change.  Some of the republics broke away and formed their 
own independent countries; others were kept by military force.  
The economy remains in a shambles, with inflation running 
approximately 25% per month and massive unemployment.  
Crime ravages the streets and many police and other law 
enforcement officials are suspected of being “on the take”.  
The former Soviet Union was once considered a mighty super-
power in the world - a great and feared military and political 
might that could do as she pleased.  Now, however, they are 
reduced to a struggling, poverty-ridden nation in need of help 
and support from other weaker nations of the world.

I have touched on but a few of the examples from past 
civilizations that have striking similarities to our own.  History 
has shown us the fallacies that lead to their eventual demise.  
Are we also guilty of some or all of these?  I believe we are.  
Unfortunately, that is human nature.  We would all enjoy an 
easy lifestyle with someone else having the responsibility to 
provide and produce.  Because it is human nature, we must be 
that much more attentive to the signs of these types of 
problems.

I began this chapter by saying that America is a 
“melting pot” of cultures and ideas.  How often we hear this
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from our leaders.  How often we hear it from different groups, 
all advocating changes in our system to allow for differing 
views and opinions and lifestyles.  They use such phrases as 
“In America, there is room for all kinds”, and “In America, 

everyone is free to do anything they want”, or “America takes 

care of her own”. Unfortunately, however, these phrases are 
used out of context and twisted to suit individual wants. Our 
nation was built on a foundation of moral, spiritual and family 
values, hard work and a desire to succeed and the desire to 
secure freedom for every citizen.  Some see America like an 
apartment building.  When you move in, you are allowed to 
change the wallpaper or color of the paint to suit your lifestyle.  
We have, in stead though, people and groups that want to 
remove some of the very blocks the foundation itself is made 
up of.  As in other times, some people want to remove the 
block of hard work and a desire to succeed.  They want to 
replace it with a block made up of government subsidies and 
handouts.  Others want to remove the block of moral values 
and replace it with a block made up of “anything goes” 
mentality.  These attempts to alter the base structure of our 
nation continue to weaken it.  They weaken the economy, our 
society, the desire to strive for a goal and reach it and our 
ability to be a shining influence to the rest of world.  Our great 
nation is leaning now due to the weakening of our foundation.  
We must act swiftly to shore up the base and replace the 
weakened and damaged blocks with stronger steadfast 
convictions to keep the entire structure from toppling over.

We, as many other civilizations in the past, may one 
day be nothing more than a great archeological find for future
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history students to study.  They will look back and say, “for all 

their great achievements and successes, they could not 

continue to stand with so many fallacies in their thinking and 

their government”. Anyone who parrots the cry that “It can 

never happen here, not in America” is a naive fool.
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12

WHAT IS GOVERNMENT’S

RESPONSIBILITY?

Let us begin a discussion of the proper duties and 
responsibilities of government by relating government to its 
basic structure.  As we have discussed, man exists with certain 
unalienable rights, and he, in turn, has created government to 
protect and defend those rights.  Man is therefore superior to 
government and government should never surpass its creator.  
Government is basically a small group of citizens that have 
been hired, in a sense, by all the citizens of the nation, 
including those that have been hired.  Their job is to perform 
specific duties and responsibilities that we authorize them to 
do. This group of citizens that have been hired, the 
government, can perform no duty or assume any responsibility 
not specifically delegated to them by the citizenry.  Let us 
remember that the citizenry cannot delegate any responsibility 
or duty that they themselves do not have individual authority to 
carry out themselves.

A few of these duties and privileges would include 
those rights indicated in the Declaration of Independence.  We 
each have the right to defend ourselves from bodily harm and 
involuntary servitude at the hands of another.  We each have 
the right to protect the fruits of our labor and our property.  We
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therefore can delegate that authority to this group of citizens 
we have hired as the government.

“Each of us has a natural right - from God - to defend 

his person, his liberty, and his property.  These are the three 

basic requirements of life, and the preservation of any one of 

them is completely dependent upon the preservation of the 

other two.  For what are our faculties but the extension of our 

individuality? And what is property but an extension of our 

faculties?” - Bastiat, The Law, p.6

Therefore, the proper activities in which government 
should be engaged include certain defensive activities as 
supporting a national military to defend us against foreign 
invasion and unfair treatment by other nations or militant 
groups; local police forces to protect us from losses of life, 
property and liberty from domestic or foreign criminals; and 
the incidental activities of maintaining courts to settle disputes, 
establishing a standard of weights and measures and a 
monetary system to protect us from unfair trade and business 
transactions.

These simple guidelines can help us to immediately 
ascertain when laws or government actions are founded on 
proper principles or not.  When we allow our government to 
pass a law, we are authorizing it to enforce compliance with it 
and punish our fellow citizens for violating that law.  Since we 
as individuals can only delegate such powers as we ourselves 
have, we must determine if we have the moral right to expect 
and enforce our decision on our fellow citizens.  If we have
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determined that this action would not be conscionable for an 
individual citizen to carry out, than it must be determined that 
it is also unconscionable for the hired group of citizens, the 
government, to carry it out.  Let me illustrate this point with a 
story.

Imagine there was once a group of settlers preparing to 
head out west.  During their preparations, one settler 
discovered that his only horse was lame and would not be able 
to make the trip.  This settler was aware that one of his 
neighbors had a spare horse.  This neighbor was merely going 
to pull this spare horse behind his wagon.  The settler with the 
lame horse asked to buy the spare horse from his neighbor.  His 
neighbor refused to sell him the spare horse.  This settler had a 
real need of this horse, as he was without.  He would be unable 
to make the trip without it.  The question now arises, would it 
be proper for him to just take the horse by force? Of course 
not.  Would it be proper if he presented his dilemma to the 
town sheriff and the sheriff took the neighbor’s horse to give to 
him?  Of course not.  What if the matter were put to a vote and 
the entire town voted to force the neighbor to give up the horse 
to the settler without?  The fact that a majority voted to force 
the issue would not matter one bit.  If it was improper for the 
settler to take the horse on his own, it is no less improper for 
the sheriff to take the horse, or the town to vote and force the 
transfer of the horse.

“That the sole object and only legitimate end of 

government is to protect the citizen in the enjoyment of life, 

liberty, and property, and when government assumes other
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functions it is usurpation and oppression.” - Alabama 
Constitution, Art. 1, Sec. 35

Government should never involve itself in any activity 
that is not expressly delegated to it by the individual citizens.  
It should never engage in any activity that competes with 
private business.  It should never engage in activities that a 
single citizen could not perform on their own.  Our government 
should never be engaged in the activity of raising funds, 
producing goods or engaging in any other business-type 
practice.

“This government never of itself furthered any

enterprise, but by the alacrity with which it got out of its way.  

It does not keep the country free.  It does not settle the West.  It 

does not educate.  The character inherent in the American 

people has done all that has been accomplished: and it would 

have been somewhat more, if the government had not 

sometimes got in its way.  For government is an expedient by 

which men would fain succeed in letting one another alone; 

and, as has been said, when it is most expedient, the governed 

are most let alone by it.” - The American Tradition, p. 100

Many times, our government leaders forget these basic 
principles that are so important to the proper exercising of their 
duties.  They may have the best of intentions, but fail to realize 
the long-ranging impacts of their decisions and actions.  Many 
of the programs currently in place were originally enacted to 
provide some service that was thought to be needed at the time.  
Legislators failed to put their decisions to the test of whether
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they were working within the realm of those powers delegated 
to them by the people.  In many cases, Constitutional 
guidelines were completely ignored.  Freedoms of individual 
citizens have been trampled in the headlong drive to legislate 
programs that do not fall under the proper heading of 
government responsibilities.

“Most of the major ills of the world have been caused 

by well-meaning people who ignored the principle of individual 

freedom, except as applied to themselves, and who were 

obsessed with fanatical zeal to improve the lot of mankind-in-

the-mass through some pet formula of their own... The harm 

done by ordinary criminals, murderers, gangsters, and thieves 

is negligible in comparison with the agony inflicted upon 

human beings by the professional ‘do-gooders’, who attempt to 

set themselves up as gods on earth and who would ruthlessly 

force their views on all others - with the abiding assurance that 

the end justifies the means.” - Henry Grady Weaver

Here are my basic formulas and areas where I see big 
problems in our nation’s policies right now:

1. I believe that men were endowed by their creator with 
certain unalienable rights as set forth in the Declaration 
of Independence and that no legislature and no 
majority, however great, can morally limit or destroy 
these rights; that the sole function of government is to 
protect life, liberty, and property, and anything more 
than this is usurpation and oppression.
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2. I believe that no people can maintain their freedom 
unless their political institutions are founded upon faith 
in a supreme creator and belief in the existence of moral 
law.

3. I believe that the Constitution of the United States was 
prepared and adopted by men acting under inspiration 
from God; that it is a solemn contract between the 
peoples of the states of this nation which all officers of 
government are under duty to obey; and that the eternal 
moral laws expressed therein must be adhered to or 
individual liberty will be lost.

4. I maintain that the Constitution denies government the 
power to take from the individual either his life, liberty, 
or property except in accordance with moral law; that 
the same moral law which governs the actions of men 
when acting alone is also applicable when they act in 
concert with others; that no citizen or group of citizens 
has any right to direct their servant, the government, to 
perform any act which would be offensive or 
unconscionable if that citizen were performing the act 
himself outside the framework of government.

5. I believe it a violation of the Constitution for 
government to deprive the individual of either his life, 
liberty, or property except for these purposes:

a) Punish crime and provide for the administration 
of justice.
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b) Protect the right and control of private property.

c) Wage defensive war and provide for the 
nation’s defense.

d) Compel each one who enjoys the protection of 
government to bear his fair share of the burden 
of performing these functions.

6. I am hereby resolved that under no circumstances shall 
the freedoms guaranteed by the Bill of Rights be 
infringed.  In particular, I believe it a crime on the part 
of the federal government to deny the people their right 
to bear arms, to worship and pray when and where they 
choose, or to own and control private property.

7. I am completely opposed to socialism, either in whole 
or in part, and regard it as an unconstitutional 
usurpation of power.  It is a denial of the citizen’s rights 
for government to regulate owners in the legitimate use 
of their private property.  It is also a violation for the 
government to own or to operate the means of
producing and distributing goods and services in 
competition with private business.

8. I consider ourselves at war with international 
communism, which is committed to the destruction of 
our government, our right of property, and our federal 
freedom; and that it is treason as defined by the
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Constitution to give aid and comfort to any communist 
group, party or government.

9. I maintain that every person who enjoys the protection 
of his life, liberty, and property should bear his fair 
share of the cost of government in providing that 
protection; that the elementary principles of justice set 
forth in the Constitution demand that all taxes imposed 
be equal and that each person’s property or income be 
taxed at the same rate.

10. I believe in honest money, the gold and silver standard 
of the Constitution, and a circulating of medium 
convertible into such gold or silver without loss.  I 
regard it as a flagrant violation of the explicit 
provisions of the Constitution for the federal 
government to make it a criminal offense to use gold or 
silver as legal tender or to issue irredeemable paper 
money.

11. I believe that each state is sovereign in performing 
those functions reserved to it by the Constitution and it 
is destructive of our federal system and the right of self-
government guaranteed under the Constitution for the 
federal government to regulate or control states in 
performing such functions themselves.

12. I maintain that it is a violation of the right of private 
property guaranteed under the Constitution for the 
federal government to forcibly deprive the citizens of 
this nation of their property through taxation or
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otherwise, and to make that property a gift to foreign 
governments or their citizens.

13. I consider it a violation of the Constitution for the 
federal government to levy taxes for the support of state 
or local government; that no state or local government 
can accept funds from the federal and remain 
independent in performing its functions, nor can the 
citizens exercise their rights of self-government under 
such conditions.

14. I believe that no treaty or agreement with other 
countries should deprive our citizens of rights 
guaranteed them by the Constitution.

15. I consider it a direct violation of the obligation imposed 
upon it by the Constitution for the federal government 
to dismantle or weaken our military establishment 
below that point required for the protection of the states 
against invasion, or to surrender or commit our troops, 
arms, or money to the control of foreign or world 
organizations or governments.

Here at home, we have to give American citizens back 
the freedoms that have built this nation up to be the envy of the 
world.  There has never been so low a trust of the people 
towards their own government as there is right now.  There has 
never been so tight a grip on the people by the government as 
there is right now.  This government must work immediately to 
rebuild the trust of the people.  This government must work
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immediately to give the people back the freedom to be 
successful and build this nation up again.  Our citizens are 
caught up in an ever-growing entanglement of government 
regulations, unconstitutional laws and encroachments on 
personal freedom, and an ever-increasing burden of 
confiscatory taxes.  A government that continues to grow faster 
than the population and taxes that continue to grow faster than 
inflation will undoubtedly smother this nation if this current 
trend is not reduced immediately.

“What country can preserve its liberties, if its rulers 

are not warned from time to time, that this people preserve the 

spirit of resistance?” - Thomas Jefferson

As we have discussed earlier, our government is merely 
a small group of private citizens who have been “hired” by the 
rest of us to perform certain duties we delegate to them.  Our 
leaders must remember this fact.  They are private citizens

temporarily placed into public office to perform a duty to their 
fellow citizens.  Once there time in office is over, they should 
again return to private life as they were before they had worked 
in government.  There was never any intent by our founding 
fathers to setup a life-long retirement system for elected 
officials.  Our legislators have unjustly assumed for themselves 
many perks and privileges they were never allowed.  Among 
these are huge retirement and pension plans, special postal and 
phone rates, office space and secretaries and medical coverage.  
Certain benefits should go with any job, including that of 
“government employee”, but after returning to private life, the 
benefits afforded to an individual during government service
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must cease.  The people should never have to support the 
current government, as well as all past government employees 
and their families.  Each person who serves as a government 
employee should see it only as a job, a sacred job, but only a 
job.  When the job ends, they should again join the civilian 
workforce and lose the benefits of that temporary government 
job.  Government positions were never intended to be life-long 
careers with retirement pensions and surviving spouse benefits.

Let me discuss some specifics as related to topics 
politicians are currently talking about.  There has been much 
talk about downsizing government.  Let us look back at the 
Roman Empire.  Shortly before their demise, it is estimated 
that the government employed nearly one third of the entire 
population.  This means that the other two-thirds of the 
population were having to support them.  This caused great 
increases in the taxes and a great loss to the productivity of the 
nation.  No building can continue to stand if the top has 
become so heavy that the foundation can no longer support it.  
It will eventually topple over.  The government does not 
produce anything.  It is not supposed to.  We cannot continue 
to increase the workforce and the cost of supporting a non-
productive part of society.  The government must be scaled 
back, way back.

Our military must not be weakened.  We must continue 
to maintain a military superiority of such magnitude as to be 
able to resist any and all threats of aggression from within and 
without our borders.  Our military must maintain a posture of 
readiness and capabilities in all arenas of modern warfare.  We
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must never surrender the control of our military, not even any 
part of it, to foreign leaders or world organizations. Our 
government and our military must maintain a “free hand” 
policy to act or not to act when it is considered appropriate by 
the people of this nation, and this nation only.  The sole 
purpose of any foreign policy of this nation must be to preserve
the freedoms and liberties of our citizens.

We must discontinue the illegal policy of confiscating 
the property of American citizens and making it a gift to 
foreign nations and/or their citizens.  The United States should 
not and cannot continue to support, feed, and subsidize half the 
world’s population.  There is a myriad of private, religious, and 
non-profit groups, who do a much better and more efficient job 
of helping needy persons around the globe.  It is unlawful for 
our government to make it a policy of forcing American 
citizens to do good deeds against their will through taxation 
and government-sponsored aid programs.

We must institute a policy of equal taxation across this 
nation.  The so-called “flat tax” proposal is a start in the proper 
direction.  This government must treat all citizens in a fair and 
equal manner.  All income and property subject to taxation 
must be taxed equally across the board.  There can be no 
special “perks” or privileges for some and not others.

We must institute a policy of fair and equal private 
trade with all foreign nations.  This so-called “favored nation” 
policy has been a fallacy and source of contention from the 
start.  It should be abolished.  All forms of “punishing” and
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“showing favoritism” tariffs imposed on goods imported from 
or exported to foreign nations should be abolished.  All trade 
between private business in this country and businesses of 
other nations should be free of restrictions and entanglements.  
No special favors or punishing restrictions should be given to 
any other trading partner.

All forms of government-sponsored favoritism and 
racism towards citizens of this nation must be eliminated 
immediately.  Affirmative Action programs of all types must 
be done away with.  Let us all live in an America where each 
citizen has equal opportunities and none is shown favoritism 
and none is shown discrimination.  Let us strictly enforce those 
anti-discrimination laws currently enacted to show that 
America is not a country that will tolerate any form of injustice 
to any one of her citizens.

Our government officials must cease to accept gifts 
from all forms of interest groups and private organizations.  
The only groups that should be of any special interest to any 
politician is the group of constituents that politician represents.

The federal government must stop interfering in the 
local affairs of the individual states as they act under the 
authority of the Constitution in exercising their rights reserved 
to them; issues of local law enforcement, speed limits, and 
schools.  It is unconstitutional for the federal government to 
dictate actions and policies to the individual states.  No state 
should accept financial gifts or subsidies from the federal 
government.
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We must immediately begin a course of action to cease 
all forms of welfare and subsidies.  To begin with, no “hand 
out” program should be enlarged or any new persons added to 
its rolls.  Each and every program should begin downsizing and 
eliminating on a course to eventual abolishment.  These
programs are illegal and smother the productive spirit in this 
country.  Welfare, food stamps, social security, farm subsidies, 
and other forms of hand outs that favor one group over another 
or support and reward individuals for non-production must be 
done away with as soon as possible.

Our government leaders must reform their own houses 
in regards to pensions, special perks such as phone and postage 
rates, and exorbitant salaries.  Salaries should be trimmed to 
match the average citizen in this nation. How can the 
employee make more than the employer?  How can a citizenry 
ever trust a government that lives over them and off of them?  
How can a government ever hope to enforce laws they 
themselves do not follow?

Above all, our government must return to the basic 
values this nation was originally founded on.  These being faith 
in God; the belief that personal freedoms are a gift from God, 
not man; a belief that all man’s laws must conform to the moral 
laws as set forth from our creator; the belief that all men are 
indeed created equal, whether citizens of this nation or another, 
whether poor or rich, no matter their color, origin, religion, or 
status in life; the belief that all men, leaders or followers, are 
subject to the creator; the belief that government is indeed of 
the people and by the people; and above all else, a belief that 
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no nation can exist or prosper without a government that works 
for and with the people rather than against them.
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WHAT ARE OUR RESPONSIBILITIES?

A former US senator from New Jersey, Bill Bradley, 
made a statement about his “fix for the nation”.  This fix is to 
“focus on the lives of the people who are disconnected from 
the political process”.  Many other politicians have repeatedly 
echoed his sentiments.  They believe that people in this country 
are upset with government because they do not “have a voice” 
or get certain programs they want.  I have a suggestion for 
these “disconnected people”, Stop Whining! How can anyone 
in this country believe that our political problems are a result of 
alienated citizens not having a voice?  The real problem is that 
they are being given too much attention.  America is a nation 
that has dominated the world economy since our birth.  The 
entire globe feels the affects of American democracy, 
economy, industry and entertainment.  We have some of the 
lowest unemployment and highest living standards of any other 
nation on Earth.  And yet, many Americans cry the blues that 
they have been mistreated in one way or another.  They want to 
sue, shoot or shout at someone about something all the time.  
This “woe is me” attitude predominates or society.  We have 
become a nation of victims.  Everyone wants to blame their 
troubles on someone or something rather that accepting 
responsibility for their own lives and the course they’re on.  
Many Americans have convinced themselves that life is getting 
tougher as time goes on.  So many times we hear that one
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generation has it tougher than the previous one.  We even 
elected a president whose campaign slogan was “I feel your 
pain”.  He promised to indulge every special interest group that 
came along.  Is it really any tougher today for a single parent to 
work at a fast food restaurant than it was for an immigrant 
worker in the shipyards of 1915?  Is it any tougher to lose a job 
to corporate downsizing than being a farmer during the Dust 
Bowl years in Oklahoma?  There is still no crime or injustice in 
having some challenges in life.  That’s what it’s all about.

This nation has mortgaged away its future by 
continuing to overindulge its citizens with every little goodie 
they asked for.  Politicians continue to pander to lobbyists 
representing one group or another that can gain sufficient 
influence through strong-armed tactics or generous financial 
contributions and special perks.  Our society has become a 
society of spoiled children whose parents give them everything 
they ask for just to shut them up.  When we do begin to see a 
problem with this type of system, we begin to look for 
scapegoats on whom we can place blame.  These include 
popular phrases like “welfare cheats” and “corporate 
lobbyists”.  We, of course, never place any blame on the real 
source of these problems - ourselves.

These problems are compounded by the fact that we cry 
for help from our politicians and rely on their promises to fix 
everything.  Of course, politicians can never fix these types of 
problems.  All they can do is make their campaign promises 
and attempt to pacify us.  So long as we continue to hold out 
our hands and threaten retribution against those that refuse to 
deliver, they will continue to cater to us.  It is in their best
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interests to do so.  Any politician who wishes to keep his 
government job will do what ever it takes to keep his 
constituency satisfied enough to re-elect him. Whether it is 
right or wrong never seems to be the issue.  What affect it may 
have on future generations is never the issue.  The issue always 
boils down to who is whining the loudest and what can be done 
to shut them up.

What do we, as American citizens need to do to correct 
this problem?  To begin with, we need to step back and answer 
a few simple questions.  Who is really responsible to take care 
of us? Do we have any responsibilities toward our fellow 
citizens? What are our duties in a democratic society?  This is a 
perfect time for us to read the instructions.

Who is really responsible to take care of us?  As we 
discussed earlier, the Declaration of Independence clearly 
states that we believe all men are created equal.  With this in 
mind, we must conclude that no man is subject over or beneath 
any other.  If you cannot be subject over another person, how 
can you be legally responsible for his welfare?  If you are not 
the servant under another, how can he be held responsible to 
provide for you?  We do, from time to time, accept certain 
responsibilities in this life of our own free choosing.  When we 
get married and start a family, we have chosen to accept the 
responsibility to provide for that family.  We have not, 
however, accepted any responsibility for supporting our 
neighbors simply by being an American.  The Constitution 
states that one purpose of government is to “promote the
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general welfare”.  A distinction must be made between 
promote and support.

Do we have any responsibilities toward our fellow 
citizens?  Every citizen is obliged to do his very best for 
himself and to leave his neighbor free to do the same for 
himself.  There is no just legal cause for one man to be forced 
against his will to support another.  Each and every citizen 
should be free to enjoy the fruits of his own labor.  We should 
all work for the common good of providing a climate 
conducive to promoting the general welfare.  This would 
include promoting industry to provide jobs.  We should avoid 
unfair business practices that would destroy consumer 
confidence.  We should provide an honest day’s work for an 
honest day’s pay.  We should be satisfied with what we have 
rather than continually whining about our circumstances in 
comparison to another’s.  We should not seek undo damages in 
cases when we feel we have been wronged or injured.  We 
should be willing to pay our fair share of the expense incurred 
in running the government.  Most of all, we must stop whining 
and demanding every little tidbit our hearts desire.

What are our duties in a democratic society?  We each 
share an equal duty to ensure that our system works as well as 
it can.  We must at all times be willing to get involved in 
safekeeping our liberties and our democratic way of life.  
Getting involved starts with voting.  I’m not talking about 
blindly voting as in voting for any candidate based on party 
affiliation, or whichever name appears first on the ballot.  We 
have the duty to research candidates and their positions on the
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issues.  When we do see a problem, we have the duty to voice 
our opinions and concerns to our elected representatives.  We 
have the power to vote out of office leaders that refuse to 
perform their sworn duty to uphold the Constitution of this 
nation.  We must all teach our children their civic duties so that 
they can one day become the type of leaders and citizens this 
nation will need to continue on the right course.  We must all 
remember to uphold those eternal principles upon which this 
nation was originally founded and that those principles make 
up the very core of our society.  Any deviation from such will 
have a negative impact on our ability to progress and prosper 
and to cope with the challenges that will surely arise.

Let me break these responsibilities down into four basic 
categories.  Each of these carries an equal amount of weight 
and importance.  Each must be equally balanced in accordance 
with the others.  Any success in one area can never make up for 
failure in the others.

First, we each have a solemn responsibility to our 
country.  We must each continually work to safeguard the great 
blessing that is America.  An ounce of energy in the 

preservation of freedom is worth a ton of effort to get it back 

once it is lost.

Second, we must not neglect our homes.  The home is 
surely the foundation of society.  The home is the proper place 
for teaching moral values, showing by example love and 
nurturing and preparing the future of this nation.  Our nation 
can never climb to any success greater than that achieved in the
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homes of its citizens.  Every parent is responsible to teach their 
children their duty toward their neighbors, community and 
nation.  “No other success can compensate for failure in the 

home.” - David O. McKay

Third, we each have a duty to our respective religious 
and moral institutions.  We should never forget that our 
freedoms are a divine gift from our Creator, entrusted to those 
who will continually work for them.  This philosophy is at the 
very core of our nation’s foundation.  The least any Christian 
can do is study God’s word and pray daily to give thanks and 
seek divine inspiration and guidance, for himself and his 
leaders.

Fourth is our responsibility to our jobs or professions.  
We each have a solemn obligation to be engaged in a 
productive, worthwhile endeavor.  We must avoid dishonest 
business practices and illegal activity.  We must not seek to 
take advantage of our neighbors.  We must be fair in all our 
dealings.  We must be willing to put in an honest day’s work 
for an honest day’s pay.  Every head of a household should 
work diligently to provide for their own family, remembering 
that “...a man pays too high a price for worldly success if in his 

climb to prominence he sacrifices his spiritual, home and civic 

responsibilities.” - Ezra Taft Benson

The famous French historian, Alexis de Tocqueville, 
came to our country in 1831 to study our penal institutions at 
the request of the French Government.  While here, he also 
looked into the political and social aspects of our nation.  When
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he published his findings entitled “Democracy In America”, he 
penned these immortal words on what makes America great:

“I sought for the greatness and genius of America in 

her commodious harbors and her ample rivers, and it was not 

there; in her fertile fields and boundless prairies, and it was 

not there; in her rich mines and her vast world commerce, and 

it was not there.  Not until I went to the churches of America 

and heard her pulpits aflame with righteousness did I 

understand the secret of her genius and power.  America is

great because she is good, and if America ever ceases to be 

good, America will cease to be great.”

It is the awesome responsibility of each and every 
citizen of this great nation to remember the original 
foundations this nation was built upon.  It is that foundation 
alone which can continue to support us during these struggles 
we face now.  Our fight for freedom is never over.  Our 
victories are never final.  The fight is an endless battle, to be 
waged by each generation that seeks true freedom.  There can 
never be peace from this struggle in a world of growth and 
change.  We must always be prepared to defend the cause of 
freedom and the original ideas that have made it possible in 
this land.  Our founding fathers knew this, and wisely based the 
principles that would govern us on these eternal concepts.  We 
need only to return to them.  We need only to again follow 
their wise counsel.  No amount of government programs, world 
intervention, education, growth of the GNP, or increased 
government involvement will ever strengthen this foundation.
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“We do not need more material development, we need 

more spiritual development.  We do not need more intellectual 

power, we need more moral power.  We do not need more 

knowledge, we need more character.  We do not need more 

government, we need more culture.  We do not need more law, 

we need more religion.  We do not need more of the things that 

are seen, we need more of the things that are unseen.  It is on 

that side of life that it is desirable to put the emphasis at the

present time.  If that side is strengthened, the other side will 

take care of itself.  It is that side which is the foundation of all 

else.  If the foundation be firm, the superstructure will stand.” -
The Price of Freedom, p. 390

“Survival, however, depends on more than historical 

knowledge and psychological insight.  If a student is interested 

in freedom for himself, his family, his children and his country, 

then he had best get off his chair and do something to 

understand just exactly what freedom is, and to insure the 

survival of that freedom...If you want to survive, you had better 

learn how to fight - it’s an ‘a priori’ rule in the ghetto - and

most of us had better loosen our ties and begin to wade into the 

struggle.” - Phillip Abbott Luce, The Intelligent Student’s 
Guide to Survival, p. xiv

Some may say that it is useless.  You can’t fight against 
the government.  There is so much corruption that these trends 
cannot be reversed.  There is no use in trying; it is merely a 
waste of time.  To those with this kind of attitude, I give the 
following quote:
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“Let none falter, who thinks he is right, and we may 

succeed.  But, if after all, we shall fail, be it so.  We still shall 

have the proud consolation of saying to our consequences, and 

to the departed shade of our country’s freedom, that the cause 

approved of our judgment, and adored of our hearts, in 

disaster, in chains, in torture, in death, we NEVER faltered in 

defending.” - Abraham Lincoln

Allow me to close with a speech by Abraham Lincoln 
in his first inaugural address, March 4, 1801.  It is entitled The 

Creed of Our Political Faith.

About to enter, fellow citizens, on the exercise of 
duties, which comprehend everything dear and valuable to you, 
it is proper that you should understand what I deem the 

essential principles of our government, and consequently those 
which ought to shape its administration.  I will compress them 
within the narrowest compass they will bear, stating the general 
principle, but not all its limitations.  Equal and exact justice to 
all men, of whatever state or persuasion, religious or political; 
peace, commerce, and honest friendship, with all nations -
entangling alliances with none; the support of the state 
governments in all their rights, as the most competent 
administrations for our domestic concerns and the surest 
bulwarks against anti-republican tendencies; the preservation 
of the general government in its whole constitutional vigor, as 
the sheet anchor of our peace at home and safety abroad; a 
jealous care of the right of election by the people - a mild and 
safe correction of abuses which are lopped by the sword of the 
revolution where peaceable remedies are un-provided; absolute
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acquiescence in the decisions of the majority - the vital 
principle of republics, from which there is no appeal but to 
force, the vital principle and immediate parent of despotism; a 
well-disciplined militia - our best reliance in peace and for the 
first moments of war, till regulars may relieve them; the 
supremacy of the civil over the military authority; economy in 
the public expense, that labor may be lightly burdened; the 
honest payment of our debts and sacred preservation of the 
public faith; encouragement of agriculture, and of commerce as 
its handmaiden; the diffusion of information and the 
arraignment of all abuses at the bar of public reason; freedom 
of religion; freedom of the press; freedom of person under the 
protection of habeas corpus; and trial by juries impartially 
selected - these principles form the bright constellation which 
has gone before us, and guided our steps through an age of 
revolution and reformation.  The wisdom of our sages and the 
blood of our heroes have been devoted to their attainment.  
They should be the creed of our political faith - the text of civil 

instruction - the touchstone by which to try the services of 

those we trust; and should we wander from them in moments 
of error or alarm, let us hasten to retrace our steps and to regain 
the road which alone leads to peace, liberty, and safety.


